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Au act relatiug to vehicle l1ens; amending s. 713.78, Flor-19\l.P RT A BlllLOl!-l !"e1Rev!Rg-e1a1 .. H-Yeti!ele shall have a lien on such 1Retep vehicle
R- . GR �
2��
ssee,FL 321· 'f""r a reasonable towing.!:_�, and for a reasonable storage fee�
Statutes; defining "vehic1e;" providing that any person
Cart 4
except that no stornge fee sh1.1l 1 be charged if such vehicle is
regularly engaged in the tiuslncss or transporting vehlcle�,erieS
A blll to be entitled

by wrecker, Low truc�or car carrier shall have a lien on
any vehicle which he recovers, removes, or stores on

instructions from the owner ur such vehl�le, from the owner,

lessor or agent of the owner or lessur of private property
upon which such vehicle has been wrr,ngful ly parked, or from
any law enforcement agency; provldlng certain procedures

5

stored for 1ess than 6 ho111•s.

7

recovering, towing, or s�oring vehicles who

6
8

9

10

13

in any other state.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

15

sent to the registered owner and to all persons claiming a

17

the fact of possession of the vehicle, that a lien as provided

19

enforcement pursuant to law, and that the owner or lienholder,

Secllon 1.

Secllon 713,78, Florida Statutes, ls

12
14

16

20

means any mobile item, whet!Jer moto1·ized or not I which is

22

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

notice to the registered owner and to all persons claiming a

Florida Stdtutes; provid1nc an effective date.

lien enforcement sale procr>d11re; repealing Section 85.031(3),

vehicles.--

23

a lien fo� recovery, tow1n!, or storage services, shall give

lien thereon, as discloned by the records in the Department of

20

22

session of a vehicle pursuant to subsection (2) 1 and who claims

11

amended to read:

21

comes into pos

for n otice, filing of complaJnt, and hearing; providing a

18
19

(3){a) Ally perso11 regularly engaged in the business of

713. 78 Liens for re�!.!£5.• towlng, or storing
(1) For the purposes of this section, "vehicle"

mounted on wheels.

ill

Whenever a person regularly engaged ln the

business of transporting tew�Rg-meteP vehicles �y wrecker,

tow truck, or car carrier rerovers, removes or stores a
vehicle upon instructions fromJ_

(a) The mmer thcr·eof I or

ill

The owner or lessor, or a person aut-hor·ized

by the owner or lessor, of tke property on fPOIR which such

vehicle is wrongfully parked, or

18

Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles, or of a corresponding agency
(b) Notice by rcglslered or certified mail shall be

lien within 14 days of the date of possession.

It shall state

in subsection (2) ls claimed, that the lien is subject Lo

if any, has the right to a hearing as set forth in subsection

21

1'!.l.:.

23

provisions of subsection (2) 1 or any person claiming a lien,

24

( 4) (a) 'l'he owner of a vehk le removed pursuant to the

other than the towing-storage operator, within 5 days of the

25

time he has knowledge of the location of said vehicle, may

27

the vehicle is stored 01· in which the owner resides to

29

from him.

26

28

30

31

file a complaint i n ti� county court of the county in which

determine if his properly was w1•ongfully taken or withheld
(b) Upon filing of a complaint, an owner or llenholder

may have his vehicle 1·eleased upon posting with the court a
-2-

l

cash:or surety bond or other a,lPguate security equal to the

2

amount of the charges for tow1 ,�_g or storage, to ensur�

3

payment of such charges in the event he does not prevail.

4

the time of such release, after reasonable inspection, he

5

shall give a receipt to the towing-storage company r�c1 t 1ng

6

any claims he has for loss or damage to the vehicle or the

7

contents thereof.

8
9

10
11

12
13
14

At

(c) Upon determination of the respective rlgltts of the
parties by the court:
1.

Should the owner or lienholder prevail, he may

collect damages and costs from the party instigating the tow.
2.

Should the person lnstigatlng the tow prevail, he

shall recover his costs.
3.

In any event, the final order shall provide for

1 agency and shall be mailed 1�t less than 15 days before the date
2

of the sale.

3

and address of the registered owner or the owner of the recorde

4
5

After diligent sParch and inquiry, if the name

lien cannot be ascertained, the requirements of notice by mall
may be dispensed with.

'fhe proceeds of the sale I after payment

6

of reasonable towing and storage charges, costs of the sale,

7

and costs of repair shall be deposited with the clerk of the

8

circuit court for lhe county, if the owner is absent, and the

9

clerk shall hold such proceeds subject to the claim of the

10

person legally entitled thereto.

11

to receive 5 percent on such proceeds for the care and dis

12

bursement thereof.

13
14

'l'he clerk shall be entitled

'l'he certificate of title issued under this

law shall be discharged of all liens except those registered
with the Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles.

ffil�+

15

immediate payment in full of recovery, towing, and storage

16

fees by the vehlcle owner or lienholdcr; or the agency

17

ordering the tow; or the owner, lessor, or agent thereof of

17

18

the property from which the vrh1cle was removed.

for damages connected witl� such services the-t;ewlRg-0P-st0Page

18

8t-a-1ReteP-¥ehle�e, provided that they have been performed

19

( 5) Any vehicle which 1s sto1·ed pursuant to subsection

20

(2) and which remains unclaimed or, for which reasonable

21

towing or storing charges remoln unpaid, may be sold by the

22

owner or operator of the storage space after 45 days from

23

the time the vehicle is stored therein.

24

public auction for cash.

25

the person in whose name the vehicle is registered and to all

26

persons claiming a lien on the vehicle as shown on the

27

records of the Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles

28

or of the corresponding agency in any other state.

29

shall be sent by registered or certified mail to the owner of

30

the vehicle and the person having the recorded lien on the

31

vehicle at the address shown on the records of the registering

Tl1e sale shall be at

Notlce of the sale shall be given to

Notice

15
16

No person regularly engaged in the business of

recovering, towing, or storing 1Ret;ep vehicles shall be liable

19
20

21

BWA8P-8P-+eSS8PT-8P-a-pe�SQR-aYtA0Pl&ea-0y-tAe-ewReP-8P

22

less0p T -et-the-pP0pepty-tP0m-whl0A-sw0A-¥ehl0le-ls-Pe1R0Yea.

23

No person regularly engaged in� business of recovering,

24

towing, or storing 1R0t.0P vc,hicles shall operate a wrecker, tow

25

truck, or car carrier unless the name, address, and telephone

26
27
28

29
30

31

number of the company performing such service a0lRg-th0-tewlR8
is clearly printed on the side of its vehicle tAB-tPwek.
Section 2.

Section 85.031(3), Florida Statutes, is

hereby repealed.
Section 3.

If any provision of this act or the

application thereof to any person or circumstance is held

l
2
3
4
5
6
7
e
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

31

invalid, the invalidity shall not affect other pN>Visions or
applications of the act which can be given effect without the
invalid provision or application, and to this end the
provisions of this act are dPclared severable,
Section 4,
a law.

Thls act shall take effect upon becoming

186--225-4-9
A bill to be entitled
2

An act relating to vehicle liens; amending s.

3

713,78, Florida Statutes; defining "vehicle";

4

providing that any person regularly engaged in

5

the business of transporting vehicles by

6

wrecker, tow truck, or car carrier shall have a
lien on any vehicle which he recovers, removes,

8

or stores on instructions from the owner of

9

such vehicle, from the owner, lessor or agent

1.7
1.8

of the owner or lessor of private property upon
11

which such vehicle has been wrongfully parked,

12

or from any law enforcement agency; providing

13

certain procedures for notice, filing of

14

complaint, and hearing; providing a lien

15

enforcement sale procedure; repealing s.

16

85.031(3), Florida Statutes, relating to lien

17

enforcement sale of motor vehicles; providing

18

an effective date.

l. 9

1.10

19
W

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

l:enc

21
22
n
24
25
26

Section 1.

Section 713.78, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
713.78

Liens for recovering, towing, or storing

(1)

For the purposes of this section, "vehicle" means

�ny mobile item, whether motorized or not, which is mounted on

28

wheels.

30

2.2/1

vehicles.--

27
29

1.11

filf¼r

Whenever a person regularly engaged in the

business of transportin� �ew4fl�-me�o� vehicles by wrecker, tow

31
1
CODING: Words in� th�h type are deletions from existing law; words ..!:!!'derlined_are additions.

2.2/2

2..2/4

186-225-4-9

2
3
4
5

truck, or car carrier recovers, removes or stores a vehicle

2.2/6

upon instructions from:

2.2/7

(a)

ill

The owner thereof, or

l:lus

The owner or lessor, or a person authorized by the

2.2/8

owner or lessor, of �fie property on f�em which such vehicle is
2.2/10
(c)

Any law enforcement agency,

1: lus

8

9

he shall have a lien on such me�ef vehicle for a reasonable

10

towing fee, and for a reasonable storage fee; except that no

11

storage fee shall be charged if such vehicle is stored for

12
13

less than
(3)

6

(a)

Any person regularly engaged in the business of

recovering, towing, or storing vehicles who comes into

15

possession of a vehicle pursuant to subsection (2), and who

16

claims a lien for recovery, towing, or storage services, shall

17

give notice to the registered owner and to all persons

18

claiming a lien thereon, as disclosed by the records in the

19

Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles, or of a

21

2.2/14

hours.

14

w

2.2/13

2.2/15
2.2/16
2.2/17
2.2/18

corresponding agency in any other state .
(b)

Notice by registered or certified mail shall be

l:lus

22

sent to the registered owner and to all persons claiming a

2.2/19

23

lien within 14 days of the date of possession.

2.2/20

24

shall state the fact of possession of the vehicle, that a lien

25

as provided in subsection (2) is claimed, that the lien is

26

subject to enforcement pursuant to law, and that the owner or

27

lienholder, if any, has the right to a hearing as set forth in

3

subsection (4).

29

(4) (a)

Such notice

The owner of a vehicle removed pursuant to the

W

provisions of subsection (2), or any person claiming a lien

31

other than the towing-storage operator, within 5 days of the
2
CODING: Words in +1-fu� ll»o� type are deletions from existing law; words underlined are additions.

2.2/21
2.2/22
1: 1us
2.2/23

186-225-4-9
time he has knowledge of the location of said vehicle, may
2

2.2/24

file a complaint in the county court of the county in which

3

the vehicle is stored or in which the owner resides to

4

determine if his property was wrongfully taken or withheld

5

from him.
(b)

6

2.2/25

Upon filing of a complaint, an owner or lienholder

7

may have his vehicle released upon posting with the court a

a

cash or surety bond or other adequate security equal to the

9

amount of the charges for towing or storage, to ensure the

2,2/27

10

payment of such charges in the event he does not prevail.

11

the time of such release, after reasonable inspection, he

12

shall give a receipt to the towing- storage company reciting

13

any claims he has for loss or damage to the vehicle or the

14

contents thereof.

15

(c)

16

Upon determination of the respective rights of the

1.

Should the owner or lienholder prevail, he may

18

collect damages and costs from the party investigating the

19

tow.

21
22

2.

Should the person instigating the tow prevail, he

2.2/29

2.2/30
2.2/31
l:lus
2.2/32
2.2/33

shall recover his costs.
3.

In any event, the final order shall provide for

23

immediate payment in full of recovery, towing, and storage

24

fees by the vehicle owner or lienholder; or the agency

25

ordering the tow; or the owner, lessor, or agent thereof of

26

the property from which the vehicle was removed.

27

At

parties by the court:

17

20

2.2/26

(5)

Any vehicle which is stored pursuant to subsection

28

(2) a nd which remains unclaimed, or for which reasonable

29

towing or storing charges remain unpaid, may be sold by the

30

owner or operator of the storage space after 45 days from the

31

time the vehicle is stored therein.

The sale shall be at

3
CODING: Words in -s-t� tlH<Hi-ql. type are deletions from existing law; words underlined are additions.

1: 1 us
2.2/34
2.2/3 5
2.2/36
2.2/37
2.2/38

186-225-4-9
public auction for cash.

Notice of the sale shall be given to

2.2/39

2

the person in whose name the vehicle is registered and to All

3

persons claiming a lien on the vehicle as shown on the records

4

of the Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles

s

the corresponding agency in any other state.

6

sent by registered or certified mail to the owner of the

7

vehicle and the person having the recorded lien on the vehicle

a

at the address shown on the records of the registering agency

9

and shall be mailed not less than 15 days before the date of

2.2/44

10

the sale.

2.2/45

11

address of the registered owner or the owner of the recorded

12

lien cannot be ascertained, the requirements of notice by mail

2.2/46

13

may be dispensed with.

2.2/47

14

payment of reasonable towing and storage charges, costs of the

15

sale, and costs of repair shall be deposited with the clerk of

16

the circuit court for the county, if the owner is absent, and

17

the clerk shall hold such proceeds subject to the claim of the

2.2/49

18

person legally entitled thereto.

2.2/50

19

to receive 5 percent on such proceeds for the care and

20

disbursement thereof.

21

this law shall be discharged of all liens except those

22

registered with the Department of Highway Safety and Motor

23

Vehicles.

24

or

of

Notice shall be

After diligent search and inquiry, if the name and

fil��t

2.2/40

The proceeds of the sale, after

The clerk shall be entitled

The certificate of title issued under

No person regularly engaged in the business of

2.2/42
2.2/43

2.2/48

2.2/51
2.2/52
2.2/53

25

recovering, towing,

�

for damages connected with such services ehe-eew4ftg-ef-stefage

2.2/54

27

e€-a-meeef-veh4e¾e, provided that they have been performed

2.2/55

28

s�eh-veh4e¾e-has- eeefl-mevee with reasonable care ��eft-feq�est

2.2/57

29

e€-a-�efSefl- ��f�eft4Rg7 -aRe-feasettae¾y-ar�eaf4Rg,-te-ee-the

30

ewftef-ef-¾essef,-ef-a-�efSeft-a�ehef4�ee-ey-ehe-ewRef-ef

2.2/58

31

±essef,-ei-ehe-�fe�efty-€fem-wh4eA-s�eh-veh4e±e-4s-femevee.

2.2/59

or

storing meeef vehicles shall be liable

4
CODING: Words in �.k tl,.,o11gl. type are deletions from existing law; wards underlined a,e additions.

186-225-4-9
No person regularly engaged in the business of recovering,

2.2/61

2

towing, or storing mete-1: vehicles shall operate a wrecker, tow

2.2/G2

3

truck, or car carrier unless the name, address, and telephone

2. 2/6 3

4

number of the company performing such services de4ng-the

5

.\;ew4ng is clearly printed on the side of its vehicles �he

6

-l:-1:1:iek.

Section 2.

7

8

subsection (3) of section 85.031, Florida

Section 3.

If any provision of this act or the

10

application thereof to any person or circumstance is held

11

invalid, the invalidity shall not affect other provisions or

12

applications of the act which can be given effect without the

13

invalid provision or application, and to this end the

14

provisions of this act are declared severable.
Section 4.

15

16

This act shall take effect upon becoming a

law.

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
5
CODING:

2,2/66
2.2/67

Statutes, is hereby repealed.

9

2.2/66

Words in� tJ..-iJI, type are deletions from existing law; words underlined ore additions.

2.2/67
2.2/68
2.2/69

2. 2/7 0

Journal
of the
SENATE
State of Florida

ELEVENTH REGULAR SESSION
UNDER THE CONSTITUTION AS REVISED IN 1968
APRIL 3 THROUGH JUNE 6, 1979

JOURNAL OF THE SENATE

594
On motion by Senator Thomas-

BB 322-A bill to be entitled An act relating to public offi
cers and employees; amending s. 112.061(7)(d), Florida Stat
utes, 1978 Supplement, increasing to 17 and 19 cents per mile
the mileage allowance public officers and employees may be
entitled to when using privately owned vehicles for transpor
tation for official business; providing an effective date.
-a companion measure, was substituted for CS for SB 385
and read the second time by title.
On motion by Senator Chamberlin, further consideration of
HB 322 was deferred.
S�:)H.:...A bill to be entitled An act relating to vehicle liens;
ament!ing s. 713.78, Florida Statutes; providing definitions;
providing that any person regularly engaged in the business
of transporting vehicles by wrecker, tow truck, or car carrier
shall have a lien on any vehicle which he recovers, removes,
or stores on instructions from the owner of such vehicle, from
the owner, lessor or agent of the owner or lessor of private
property upon which such vehicle has been wrongfully parked,
or from any law enforcement agency; providing certain pro
cedures for notice, filing of complaint, and hearing; deleting
provision which limits liability of such person to occasions
when service was requested by certain property owners, lessors,
or their agents; providing an effective date.
-was read the second time by title.
The Committee on Transportation offered the following
amendments which were moved by Senator Gorman and adopted:
.k� 1-On page 1, line 17, strike everything after
the enacting clause and insert: Section 1. Section 713.78, Flor
ida Statutes, is amended to read:
713. 78 Liens for recovering, towing, or storing vehicles.
(!) For the purposes of this section, "vehicle" means any
mobile item, whether motorized or not, which is mounted on
wheels.
(2) Whenever a person regularly engaged in the business of
transporting � � vehicles by wrecker, tow truck or
car carrier recovers, removes o·r stores a vehicle upon instruc

tions from:
(a)

The owner thereof, or

The owner or lessor, or a person authorized by the
owner or lessor, of tfte property on ff8m which such vehicle
is wrongfully parked, or
(b)

(c)

Any law enforcement agency, he tewe4i tM �

Pemovi11g � � shall have a lien on such m&teP vehicle
for a reasonable towing fee, and for a reasonable storage fee;

except that no storage fee shall be charged if such vehicle
stored for less than 6 hours.

is

(S)(a) Any person regularly engaged in the business of re
covering, towing, or storing vehicles who comes into possession
of a vehicle pursuant to subsection (2), and who claims a lien
for recovery, towing, or storage services, shall give notice to
the registered owner and to all persons claiming a lien there
on, as disclosed by the records in the Department of Highway
Safety and Motor Vehicles, or of a corresponding agency in
any other state.
(b) Notice by registered or certified mail shall be sent to
the registered owner and to all persons claiming a lien within
14 days of the date of possession. It shall state the fact of
possession of the vehicle, that a lien as provided in subsection
(2) is claimed, that the lien is subject to enforcement pursuant
to law, and that the owner or lienholder, if any, has the right
to a hearing as set forth in subsection (4),
(4�(a) The owner of a vehicle removed pursuant to the
provisions of subsection (2), or any person claiming a lien,
o�her than the towing-storage operator, within 5 days of the
time he has knowledge of the location of said vehicle, may file
a c�mpl�int in the county court of the county in which the
vehicle is stored or in which the owner resides to determine
if his property was wrongfully taken or withheld from him.
(b) _upon filing a complaint, an owner or lienholdll1' may
have his vehicle released upon posting with the court a cash
or surety bond or other adequate security equal to the amount

May 25, 1979

of the charges for towing or storage, to ensure the payment
of such charges in the event he does not prevail. At the time
of such release, after reasonable inspection, he shall give a
receipt to the towing-storage company reciting any claims he
has for loss or damage to the vehicle or the contents thereof.
(c) Upon determination of the respective rights of
parties by the court:

the

1. Should the owner or lienholder prevail, he may collect
damages and costs from the party instigating the tow.
2. Should the person instigating the tow prevail, he shall
recover his costs.
9. In any event, the final order shall provide for immed
iate payment in full of recovery, towing, and storage fees
by the vehicle owner or lienholder; or the agency ordering
the tow; or the owner, lessor, or agent thereof of the property
from which the vehicle was removed.
(5) Any vehicle which is stored pursuant to subsection
(2) and which remains unclaimed or, for which reasonable
towing or storing charges remain unpaid, may be sold by the
owner or operator of the storage space after 45 days from
the time the vehicle is stored therein. The sale shall be at
public auction for cash. Notice of the sale shall be given to
the person in whose name the vehicle is registered and to all
persons claiming a lien on the vehicle as shown on the records
of the Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles
or of the corresponding agency in any other state. Notice
shall be sent by registered or certified mail to the owner of
the vehicle and the person having the recorded lien on the
vehicle at the address shown on the records of the registering
agency and shall be mailed not less than 15 days before the
date of the sale. After diligent search and inquiry, if the name
and address of the registered owner or the owner of the re
corded lien cannot be ascertained, the requirements of notice
by mail may be dispensed with. In addition to the notice by
mail, public notice of the time and place of sale shall be made
by publishing a notice thereof one time, at least 10 days prior
to the date of the sale, in a newspaper of general circulation
in the county in which the sale is to be held or by notices posted
for 10 days in three public places in the county, one of which
shall be at the courthouse, and another in some conspicuous
part of the storehouse. The proceeds of the sale, after payment
of reasonable towing and storage charges, costs of the sale
shall be deposited with the clerk of the circuit court for the
county, if the owner is absent, and the clerk shall hold such
proceeds subject to the claim of the person legally entitled
thereto. The clerk shall be entitled to receive 5 percent on such
proceeds for the care and disbursement thereof. The certificate
of title issued under this law shall be discharged of all liens
except those registered with the Department of Highway
Safety and Motor Vehicles.

No person regularly engaged in the business of re
towing, or storing me-teP vehicles shall be liable for
damages connected with such services tfte towmg 6i' &teP&ge
e:ll e, me-teP '¥eraele, provided that they have been performed
� � ft&5 eeeft � with reasonable care. � pe..
�t e:ll & � � a-ae i'e!!5&H� appeaFiHg, te k
tfte &WBei' 6i' � &P e. fl@PS0ft aQl;bepil!led � tfte eW'ft@ e¥
(6)�
covering,

+eeeel'J � tile �� H'GH¼ whiM � ¥efH<!le ¼fl �
No person regularly engaged in the business of recovering,
towing, or storing � vehicles shall operate a wrecker, tow
truck, o-r car carrier unless the name, address, and telephone
number of the company performing such service eeHtg tfte
� is clearly printed on the side of its vehicle the �-

Section 2. Section 85.031(3), Florida Statutes, is hereby
repealed.
Section 3. If any provision of this act or the application
thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the in
validity shall not affect other provisions or applications of the
act which can be given effect without the invalid provision or
application, and to this end the provisions of this act are de
clared severable.
Section 4. This act shall take effect upon becoming a law.
Amendment 2-On page 1 in title, strike all of line 1 through
and including line 19 and insert: A bill to be entitled An act
relating to vehicle liens; amending s. 713.78, Florida Statutes;
defining "vehicle;" providing that any person regularly engaged
in the business of transporting vehicles by wrecker, tow truck,
or car carrier shall have a lien on any vehicle which he re-
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covers, removes, or stores on instructions from the owner of
such vehicle, from the owner, lessor or agent of the owner
or lessor of private property upon which such vehicle has
been wrongfully parked, or from any law enforcement agency;
providing certain procedures for notice, filing of complaint, and
hearing; providing a lien enforcement sale procedure; repeal
ing section 85.031(3), Florida Statutes; providing an effective
date.
On motion by Senator Gorman, by two-thirds vote SB 39·5
as amended was read the third time by title, passed, ordered
engrossed and then certified to the House. The vote on passage
was:
Yeas-32
Mr. President
Anderson
Carlucci
Chamberlin
Childers, D.
Childers, W. D.
Ferhtel
Frank

Gorman
Grizzle
Hill
Holloway
Jenne
Johnston
MacKay
McClain

McKnight
Peterson
Poole
Scarborough
Scott
Skinner
Spicola
Steinberg

Stuart
Thomas
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson
Winn

Nays-None
SB 444-A bill to be entitled An act relating to public busi
ness; amending s. 286.26, Florida Statutes; decreasing the
notification time within which a physically handicapped person
may direct a written request to the head of an authority of
a state agency or of a political subdivision to make their public
meetings accessible to the physically handicapped; providing an
effective date.
-was read the second time by title.
Senator MacKay moved the following amendments which
were adopted:
Amendment 1-On page 1, line 28, strike everything after
the enacting clause and insert: 286.26 Accessibility of public
meetings to the physically handicapped.-Whenever any board
or commission of any state agency or authority, or of any
agency or authority of any county, municipal corporation, or
other political subdivision, which has scheduled a meeting at
which official acts are to be taken, receives at least 48 hours
!l- � prior to the meeting, a written request by a physically
handicapped person to attend the meeting, [directed] to the
chairperson or director of such board, commission, agency, or
authority, [such chairperson or director] shall provide a man
ner by which such person may attend the meeting at its
scheduled site or reschedule the meeting to a site which would
be accessible to such person.
Section 2. This act shall take effect October 1, 1979.
Amendment 2-On page 1, title, line 2-9, strike same and
insert: An act relating to public meetings, amending s. 286.26,
Florida Statutes, decreasing the notice requirements for re
quired accessibility of public meetings to the physically handi
capped; providing an effective date.
Pending further consideration of SB 444 as amended, on motion
by Senator MacKa;y, the rules were waived and by two-thirds
vote BB 504 was withdrawn from the Committee on Economic,
Community and Consumer Affairs.
On motion by Senator MacKayHB 504-A bill to be entitled An act relating to public
meetings; amending s. 286.26, Florida Statutes, decreasing the
notice requirement for required accessibility of public meetings
to the physically handicapped; providing an effective date.
-a companion measure, was substituted for SB 444 and read
the second time by title. On motion by Senator MacKay, by two
thirds vote HB 504 was read the third time by title, passed
and certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas-33
Mr. President
Anderson
Barron
Carlucci
Chamberlin
Childers, D.
Childers, W. D.
Fechtel
Frank
Nays-None

Gorman
Grizzle
Holloway
Jenne
Johnston
MacKay
Maxwell
McClain
McKnight

595
Neal
Peterson
Poole
Scarborough
Skinner
Spicola
Steinberg
Stuart
Thomas

Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson
Winn

SB 444 was laid on the table.
Consideration of SB 461 was deferred.
CS for CS for SB 240, by the Committee on Commerce and
Senator MacKay, was read the first time by title and SB 240
and CS for SB 240 were laid on the table.
On motions by Senator MacKay, the rules were waived and by
two-thirds vote CS for BB 1423 was withdrawn from the Com
mittees on Health and Rehabilitative Services and Commerce.
On motion b;y Senator MacKayCS for HB 1423-A bill to be entitled An act relating to
the Florida Patient's Compensation Fund; adding paragraphs
(f)-(i) to subsection (1) and amending s. 768.54(2) (b) and
(e) and (3), Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement; providing defi
nitions; providin� a limitation of liability under the fund per
occurrence; providing a maximum amount for a health care
provider's escrow account; increasing the persons to whom the
limitation of liability afforded bf the fund applies; providing
that the fund shall pay claims arising out of activities of com
mittees, as defined in the act; providing for assessments against
hospitals under certain circumstances; vesting management of
the fund in the board of governors thereof; prescribing mem
bership of such board; providing for the establishment of certain
fees by the Insurance Commissioner after consultation with
the board; reducing the maximum amount of the fund; providing
that certain documents and assets are subject to the authority
of the board; designating the board as the administrator of
certain investments; designating an agent for service of pro
cess; providing for conditional repeal; providing an effective
date.
-a companion measure, was substituted for CS for CS for
SB 240 and read the second time by title. On motion by Senator
MacKay by two-thirds vote CS for HB 1423 was read the
third time by title, passed and certified to the House. The vote
on passage was:
Yeas-31
Mr. President
Anderson
Barron
Carlucci
Childers, W. D.
Frank
Gordon
Gorman

Grizzle
Henderson
Hill
Jenne
MacKay
McClain
McKnight
Myers

Neal
Peterson
Poole
Scarborough
Scott
Skinner
Spicola
Steinberg

Stuart
Thomas
Tobiassen
Vogt
Ware
Williamson
Winn

Nays-None
CS for CS for SB 240 was laid on the table.
SB 625-A bill to be entitled An act relating to insurance;
amending s. 625.121(4), (6), (6), (7)(b) and (9), Florida
Statutes; increasing the percentage interest allowable with
respect to the valuation of life insurance contracts; providing
that the commissioners' reserve valuation method of the
Standard Valuation Law shall apply to certain insurance
contracts; providing a new formula for the computation of
deficiency reserves; amending s. 627 .476(1), and (8), Florida
Statutes; providing that the standard nonforfeiture law shall be
renamed the standard nonforfeiture law for life insurance; in
creasing the interest rate allowable under such law; providing
for conditional repeal; providing an effective date.
-was read the second time by title.
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SUBJECT:

I.

Liens for Tc:Ming or
Storage of Vehicle

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
A person in the towing business has a lien on a motor
vehicle for reasonable towing and storage fees
whenever he removes a vehicle upon request of the
owner or lessor (or his agent) of the property
from which the vehicle is towed.
There is no liability for towing or storage
related damages where reasonable care was used
and where the towing was requested by the apparent
owner or lessor (or his agent) of the property.
Chapter 85.031(3) provides for the public sale
of a vehicle remaining more than 45 days at a
storage facility, where notice of the sale was
sent to the owner and any lienholders 15 days
prior to the sale. This provision was ruled
unconstitutional in the case of Hann v. Carson
in December, 1978, by the U.S. District court
because it lacked procedural due process.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
A person in the towing business would be allowed
to also have a lien for towing and storage fees
in situations where he tows at the request of a
law enforcement agency or the owner of the vehicle.
The definition of "vehicle" is expanded to include
any wheel-mounted non-motorized vehicle.
The bill would waive liability for damages to
vehicles if the recovering, towing, or storing
services for vehicles were performed with
reasonable care.
Upon impoundment, a procedure would be established
for notice by certified mail to the recorded
owner or lienholder(s)
informing him of a lien
and right to a hearing. If a hearing is held, any
final court order must provide for immediate payment
of the recovery, towing or storage fees.
After 45 days, an unclaimed impounded vehicle
or one for which towing or storage charges are
unpaid, may be sold and the lien satisfied from
the proceeds. Fifteen days prior to the sale,
notice by certified mail must be sent to the
owner or lienholder.

II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
Gas stations with towing services have indicated
that in many cases they would have to erect 6 ft.

I

\
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high metal fences in order to comply with the
requirement that the "impound''
have the security
necessary to protect any police "hold" vehicles.
Because towing businesses would have liens for
their fees in more situations, it could be predicted
that they will collect fees in more cases than
in the past. Authorization for towing businesses
to sell a vehicle after 45 days to satisfy their
lien should avoid future litigation to satisfy
liens.
III.

COMMENTS:
The court ruling that s. 85.031(3) was unconstitutional
left towing businesses without a non-judicial remedy
to satisfy their liens for towing and storage fees.
The bill reinstates this remedy and attempts to
correct its constitutional flaw by providing for notice
of the owner's right to a hearing. A problem exists,
however, in that the bill does not provide for who
would conduct the sale of the vehicle and also does
not define "reasonable care."
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3. ----- ----SUBJECT:

Vehicle Liens

A.

Present Situation:
Under present law, whenever the owner, lessor, or agent
of the owner or lessor requests that a vehicle be
removed from his property, the person engaged in a motor
vehicle towing business who removes that vehicle is
entitled to a lien thereon for reasonable towing and
storage fees.
There is no liability on the part of the person operating
the towing business for towing or storage-related
damages where reasonable care was used and where the
towing was requested by the apparent owner or lessor
of the property from which the vehicle is removed.
Subsection 85.031(3), Florida Statutes, currently
provides for the public sale of a vehicle remaining more
than 45 days at a storage facility, where notice of the
sale was sent to the owner and any lienholder 15 days
prior to the sale. This provision was ruled unconstitu
tional in the case of Hann v. Carson, Case No. 78-133Civ-J-S, in December, 1978, because it lacked
procedural due process.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
This bill would expand the circumstances under which a
person in the towing business would have a lien for
towing and storage fees to include situations in which a
vehicle is towed at the request of a law enforcement
agent or the owner of the vehicle.
The bill would also eliminate the requirement that the
towing was performed at the request of the property
owner or lessor in order for the towing business to be
exempt from liability for damages. So long as the
recovering,towing, or storage services were performed
with reasonable care, no liability would ensue.
Upon impoundment, this bill would require procedures
for notice by certified mail to the recorded owner
or lienholder informing him of the lien and right to
a hearing. If a hearing is held, any final order must
provide for immediate payment of the recovery, towing,
or storage fees.
After 45 days, an unclaimed impounded vehicle, or one
for which towing or storage charges are unpaid, may be
sold and the lien satisfied from the proceeds. Fifteen
days prior to the sale, notice thereof by certified mail
must be sent to the owner or lienholder ..
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ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL IMPACT:
A.

Public:
Gas stations and other enterprises which provide towing
services may, as a result of this bill, incur the expense
of installing 6 foot high metal fences in order to comply
with the bill's requirement that the impounded vehicle
have the security and facilities necessary to protect
police "hold" vehicles.
This bill will expand the number of situations in which
liens may arise for towing and storage charges and could,
therefore, increase the amount of fees collected for such
services. The exemption from liability for damages to the
towed vehicle where the care used was "reasonable" is
also likely to result in increased savings to towing
businesses.
Additionally, the bill's provision which permits sale
of vehicles after 45 days to satisfy towing and storage
liens should also result in savings to businesses by
eliminating the expense of litigation in order to satisfy
liens.

B.

Government:
None.

III.

COMMENTS:
The court's ruling that s. 85.031(3) was unconstitutional left
towing businesses without a non-judicial remedy to satisfy
their liens for towing and storage fees. This bill reinstates
this remedy and attempts to correct the constitutional flaw
by providing for notice of the owner's right to a hearing
on the lien claim.

IV. AMENDMENTS:
#1 by Transportation:
(a) Deletes definition of, and all references to the
term "impound".
(b) Provides for sale of a vehicle at public auction
for cash, and for public notice of the time and place of sale.
(c) Entitles the clerk of court to receive 5% of the
sale proceeds.
(d) Provides that any title issued under this law shall
be discharged of all liens except those registered at the
department.
(e) Repeals s. 85.031(3).
(f) Changes the effective date to "upon becoming law."
#2 by Transportation:
Title amendment.
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I.

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
A person in the towing business has a lien on a motor
vehicle for reasonable towing and storage fees
whenever he removes a vehicle upon request of the
owner or lessor (or his agent) of the property
from which the vehicle is towed.
There is no liability for towing or storage
related damages where reasonable care was used
and where the towing was requested by the apparent
owner or lessor ( or his agent) of the property.
Chapter 85.031(3) provides for the public sale
of a vehicle remaining more than 45 days at a
storage facility, where notice of the sale was
sent to the owner and any lienholders 15 days
prior to the sale. This provision was ruled
unconstitutional in the case of Hann v. Carson
in December, 1978, by the U.S. District Court
because it lacked procedural due process.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
A person in the towing business would be allowed
to also have a lien for towing and storage fees
in situations where he tows at the request of a
law enforcement agency or the owner of the vehicle.
The definition of "vehicle" is expanded to include
any wheel-mounted non-motorized vehicle.
The bill would waive liability for damages to
vehicles if the recovering, towing, or storing
services for vehicles were performed with
reasonable care.
Upon impoundment, a procedure would be established
for notice by certified mail to the recorded
GW11.er or lienholder(s)
informing him of a lien
and right to a hearing. If a hearing is held, any
final court order must provide for immediate payment
of the recovery, towing or storage fees.
After 45 days, an unclaimed impounded vehicle
or one for which towing or storage charges are
unpaid, may be sold and the lien satisfied from
the proceeds. F ifteen days prior to the sale,
notice by certified mail must be sent to the
owner or lienholder.

II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND F ISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
Gas stations with towing services have indicated
that in many cases they would have to erect 6 ft.
-Page 1 of 2-
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high metal fences in order to comply with the
have the security
requirement that the "impound"
necessary to protect any police "hold" vehicles.
Because towing businesses would have liens for
their fees in more situations, it could be predicted
that they will collect fees in more cases than
in the past. Authorization for towing businesses
to sell a vehicle after 45 days to satisfy their
lien should avoid future litigation to satisfy
liens.
III.

COMMENTS:
The court ruling that s. 85.031(3) was unconstitutional
left towing businesses without a non-judicial remedy
to satisfy their liens for towing and storage fees.
The bill reinstates this remedy and attempts to
correct its constitutional flaw by providing for notice
of the owner's right to a hearing. A problem exists,
however, in that the bill does not provide for who
would conduct the sale of the vehicle and also does
not define "reasonable care."

IV.

AMENDMENTS:
#1 by Transportation:
(a) Deletes definition of, and all references to the term
"impound."
(b) Provides for sale of a vehicle at public auction for cash,
and for public notice of the time and place of sale.
(c) Entitles the clerk of court to receive 5% of the sale
proceeds.
(d) Provides that any title issued under this law shall be
discharged of all liens except those registered at the
department.
(e) Repeals s. 85.031(3).
(f) Changes the effective date to "upon becoming law."
#2 by Transportation:
Title amendment.
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Florida Senate - 1979
By Senator Gonnan (By request)
A bill to be entitled
An act relating to vehicle liens: amending s.
713.78, Florida Statutes: providing
4

definitions: providing that any person
regular.ly engaged in the business of

6

transporting vehicles by wrecker, tow truck, or
car carrier shall have a lien on any vehicle
which he recovers, removes, or stores on

9

instructions from the owner of such vehicle,

10

from the owner, lessor or agent of the owner or

11

lessor of private property upon which such

12

vehicle has been wrongfully parked, or from any

13

law enforcement agency: providing certain

14

procedures for notice, filing of complaint, and

15

16
17

hearing: deleting provision which limits

liability of such person to occasions when
service was requested by certain property

18

owners, lessors, or their agents: providing an

19

effective date.

20

� Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
22
23

Section 1.

Section 713.78, Florida Statutes, is

24 amended to read:
25

713.78

26 vehicles.-27
28

Liens for recovering, towing, or storing

(1)

For the purposes of this section:

(al

"Impound" means any real property which is owned

� or leased by any person regularly engaged in the business of

� towin� or storing vehicles, is located next to the place of
31

such business unless it is a secondary lot, and is used by
l
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that person for the storage of such vehicles, and has the
facilities and security necessary to protect any·police "hold"
3 vehicle.
4

(b)

"Vehicle" means

any

mobile item, whether·motorized

or not, which ·is mounted on wheels.

fil

Whenever a person regularly engaged in the

7 business of transporting tow±ng-motor vehicles by wrecker, tow
8 truck, or car carrier recovers or removes a vehicle�

9 impound upon instructions fromL
10
11

(a)

ill

The owner thereof, or
The owner or lessor, or a person authorized by the

12 owner or lessor, of the property 2!l from which such vehicle is
13 wrongfully parked, or

14

(c) Any law enforcement agency, he towed7-ehe-person

15 remo¥±ng-stteh-¥eh±e¼e shall have a lien on such moeor vehicle
16 for a reasonable towing fee, and for a reasonable storage fee1.
1 7 except that no storage fee shall be charged if such·vehicle is
18 stored for less than 6 hours.
(3) (a) Any towing-storage operator who comes into
19

� possession of a vehicle pursuant to subsection (2), and who
n claims a lien for recovery, towing, or storage services, shall
22 give notice to the registered owner and to all persons

23 claiming a lien thereon, as disclosed by the records in the

24 Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles, or of a
25 corresponding agency in any other state.
26

(b)

Notice by registered or certified mail shall be

27 sent to the registered owner and to all persons·claiming a
� lien within 14 days of the date of possession.

It shall state

� the fact of possession of the vehicle, that a lien as provided
30 in subsection (2) is claimed, that the lien is subject to

� enforcement pursuant to law, and that the owner or lienholder,
2
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if any, has the right to a hearing as set forth in subsection
2 .i!L:..
(41

(al

The owner of a vehicle removed pursuant to the

4 provisions of subsection (21, or any person claiming a lien,
s other than the towing-storage operator, within 5 days of the

6 time he has knowledge of the location of said vehicle, may

7 file a complaint in the county court of the county in which

8 the vehicle is stored or in which the owner resides to
9 determine if his property was wrongfully taken or withheld
10
11
12
13

from him.
(bl

Upon filing·of a complaint, an owner or lienholder

may have his vehicle released upon posting with the court a

cash or surety bond or other adequate security equal to the

14 amount of the charges for towing or storage, to ensure the

15 payment of such charges in the event 'he does not prevail.

At

16 the time of such release, after reasonable inspection, he

17 shall give a receipt to the towing-storage company reciting
18 any claims he has for loss or damage to the vehicle or the

19

contents thereof.

20

(cl

22

l.

Upon determination of the respective rights of the

� parties by the court:

Should the owner or lienholder prevail, he may

23 collect damages and costs from the party instigating the tow.
24

2.

Should the person instigating the tow prevail, he

� shall recover his costs.
�
27

3.

In any event, the final order shall provide for

immediate payment in full of recovery, towing, and storage

� fees by the vehicle owner or lienholder: or the agency
29 ordering the tow: or the owner, lessor, or agent thereof of
30 the property from which the vehicle was removed.
31
3
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(5)

Any vehicle which is stored in an impound pursuant

2 to subsection (2) and which remains unclaimed or, for which

3 reasonable towing or storing charges remain unpaid, may be

4 sold by the owner or operator of the impound after 45 days
5 from the time the vehicle is stored therein.

Notice of the

sale shall be given to the person in whose name the vehicle is
registered and to all persons claiming a lien on the vehicle
8

as shown on the records of the Department of Highway Safety

9 and Motor Vehicles or of the corresponding agency in any other

10 state.

Notice shall be sent by registered or certified mail

11 to the owner of the vehicle and the person having the recorded
12 lien on the vehicle at the address shown on·the records of the
13 registering agency and shall be mailed not less·than 15 days
14 before the date of the sale.

After diligent search and

15 inquiry, if the name and address of the registered owner or
16 the owner of the recorded lien cannot be ascertained, the

17 requirements of·notice by mail may be dispensed with.

The

18 proceeds of the sale, after payment of reasonable towing and

19 storage charges, costs of the sale, and costs of repair shall

� be deposited with the clerk of the circuit court for the
�

county, if the owner is absent, and the clerk shall hold such

22 proceeds subject to the claim of tt1e person legally entitled
23 thereto.

24

filfit No person regularly engaged in the business of

25 recovering, towing, or storing motor vehicles shall be liable

� for damages connected with such services the-towing-or-storage

27 0£-a-111otot.'-Teh¼e¼e, provided that they have been performed
�

s�eh-Teh¼e¼e-nas-been-moTed with reasonable care� ttpon-t.'eqttest

4
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No person regularly engaged in

lli business

of recovering,

towing, or storing motor vehicles shall operate a wrecker, tow
truck, or car carrier unless the name, address, and telephone

4 number of the company performing such service dotn9-tne-tow�n9
5 is clearly pri'nted on the side of its vehicle tne-tr11elt.
filt3t

The provisions of this section shall be

enforced in accordance with the provisions of chapter 85.
8

Section 2.

If any provision of this act or the

9 application thereof to any person or circumstance is held
10

invalid, the invalidity shall not affect other provisions or

11 applications of the act which can be given effect without t�e
12

invalid provision or application, and to this end the

13

provisions of this act are declared severable.

4
A'

Section 3.

This act shall take effect July l, 1979.

.15
16
17
,

. 18
., 19
20
21
22
23
24

*****************************************
SENATE SUMMARY

Provides that any person engaged in the business of
transporting vehicles by wrecker, tow truck, or car
carrier shall have a lien on any vehicle which he
recovers, removes, or stores, on instructions from: the
owner of such vehicle; the owner, lessor, or agent of tte
owner or lessor, of any private property upon which sue�
vehicle has been parked; or any law enforcement agency.
Provides certain procedures for notice, filing of
complaint, and hearing. Deletes provision which limits
liability of any person engaged in such business to
occasions when service was requested by certain property
owners or their agents.

25
26
27
28
29
30
31

5
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A bill to be entitled
An act relating to vehicle liens, amending(.µ
�
713, 78, Florida Statutes; providing

2
3

definitions; providing that any person
•
regularly engaged in the business of

4

s
7

car carrier shall have a lien on any vehicle

8

which he recovers, removes, or stores on

9

instructions from the owner of such vehicle,

;,�,"c.t-

7>
13113nas'

lessor of private property upon which such

12

vehicle has been wrongfully parked, or from any

13

law enforcement agency; providing certain

14

procedures for notice, filing of complaint, and

15

hearing; deleting provision which limits

16

liability of such person to occasions when

��<

18

owners, lessors, or their agents; providing an

service was requested by certain property
effective date.

19
20
B�

It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

23

Section 1.

Section 713.78, Florida Statutes, is

25

713.78

27

(1)

For the purposes of this section:

(a)

"Impound" means any real property which is owned

u amended to read:
26 vehicles. -28

Liens for recovering, towing, or storing

� or leased by any person regularly engaged in the business of

w

1

,,.,e.

5
11 0 \.o\l'IG sO
f\.0�10
1
z .
ot?fl- s?.f>-'1 B 399·Jt--·
R· ,.._,
"\. '2. ;;.,,r 1

11

17

'\l

,,oouceo cl-\\\Jt-S

re?\,,,.,-E. p..

from the owner, lessor or agent of the owner or

10

22

\S

�

transporting vehicles by wrecker, tow truck,�$$_:..::--

6

21

(§)

towin� or storing vehicles, is located next to the place of

31 such business unless it is a secondary lot, and is used by
1
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that person for the storage of such vehicles, and has the
2 facilities and security necessary to protect any police "hold"

3 vehicle.
4

(b)

"Vehicle" means any mobile item, whether·motorized

s or not, which is mounted on wheels.
6

ill

Whenever a person regularly engaged in the

7 business of transporting eow�ng-moeor vehicles by wrecker, tow
8 truck, or car carrier recovers or removes a vehicle to his
9 impound upon instructions from�
10
11

{a)

ill

The owner thereof, or
The owner or lessor, or a person authorized by the

12 owner or lessor, of ehe property on £rom which such vehicle is
13 wrongfully parked, or
14

(c)

Any law enforcement·agency, he eowed,-ene-person

15 remov¼ng-s�en-ven¼e¼e shall have a lien on such moeor vehicle

l6 for a reasonable towing fee, and for a reasonable storage fee1.

17 except that no storage fee shall be charged if such· vehicle is
18 stored for less than 6 hours.
19

20

(3) (a)

Any towing-storage operator who·comes into

possession of a vehicle pursuant to subsection

( 2) ,

and who

21 claims a lien for recovery, towing, or storage services, shall
22 give notice to the registered owner and to all persons

� claiming a lien thereon, as disclosed by the records in the
24 Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles, or of a
� corresponding agency in any other state.

26

(b)

Notice by registered or certified mail shall be

n sent to the registered owner and to all persons claiming a
� lien within 14 days of the date of possession.

It shall state

� the fact of possession of the vehicle, that a lien as provided
30 in subsection (2) is claimed, that the lien is subject to
31 enforcement pursuant to law, and that the owner or lienholder,
2
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if any, has the right to a hearing as set forth in subsection
2 J.!l..:.
3

(4) (al

The owner of a vehicle removed pursuant to the

4 provisions of subsection (2), or any person claiming a lien,
5

other than the towing-storage operator, within 5 days of the

6 time he has knowledge of the location of said vehicle, may

7 file a complaint in the county court of the county in which
s the vehicle is stored or in which the owner resides to
9 determine if his property was wrongfully taken or withheld
10 from him.
11

(b)

Upon filing-of a complaint, an owner or lienholder

12 may have his vehicle released upon posting with the court a

13 cash or surety bond or other adequate security equal to the

14 amount of the charges for towing or storage, to ensure the
15 payment of such charges in the event he does not prevail.
16

At

the time of such release, after reasonable inspection, he

17 shall give a receipt to the towing-storage company reciting

18 any claims he has for loss or damage to the vehicle or the
19

20

contents thereof.
(c)

Upon determination of the respective rights of the

21 parties by the court:
22

1.

24

2.

26

3.

Should the owner or lienholder prevail, he may

23 collect damages and costs from the party instigating the tow.
Should the person instigating the tow prevail, he

25 shall recover his costs.

27

In any event, the final order shall provide for

immediate payment in full of recovery, towing, and storage

28 fees by the vehicle owner or lienholder; or the agency

29 ordering the tow; or the owner, lessor, or agent thereof of
30 the property from which the vehicle was removed.
31
3
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(5)

Any vehicle which is stored in an impound pursuant

2 to subsection (2) and which remains unclaimed or, for which

3 reasonable towing or storing charges remain unpaid, may be

4 sold by the owner or operator of the impound after 45 days

5 from the time the vehicle is stored therein.

Notice of the

6 sale shall be given to the person in whose name the vehicle is
7 registered and to all persons claiming a lien on the vehicle
B as shown on the records of the Department of Highway Safety
9 and Motor Vehicles or of the corresponding agency in any other
Notice shall be sent by registered or certified mail

10 state.

11 to the owner of the vehicle and the person having the recorded
12 lien on the vehicle at the address shown on the records·of·the
13 registering agency and shall be mailed not less·than 15 days

14 before the date of the sale.

After diligent search· and

15 inquiry, if the name and address of the registered owner or
16 the owner of the recorded lien cannot be ascertained, the
17 requirements of notice by mail may be dispensed with. The

18 proceeds of the sale, after payment of reasonable towing and

19 storage charges, costs of the sale, and costs of repair shall
20 be deposited with the clerk of the circuit court for the

21 dounty, if the owner is absent, and the clerk shall hold such
22 proceeds subject to the claim of the person legally entitled
23 thereto.
24

J..§1.tat No person regularly engaged in the business of

2 5 recovering, towing, or storing motor vehicles shall be liable

26 for damages connected with such services the-towing-or-storege
27

0£-e-motor-�eh±eie, provided that they have been performed

28

Stleh-�eh±eie-hes-been-mo�ed with reasonable care� tlpon-reqtleet

29

0£-a-person-ptlrport±ng,-end-reesonebiy-appear±ng,-to-be-the

30

owner�or-ieseor,-or-a-person-etlthor±zed-by-the-owner-or

31

iessor,-o£-the-property-£rom-wh±eh-stleh-�eh±eie-±s-remo�ed�
4
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No person regularly engaged in

ill

business of recovering,

2 towing, or storing meter vehicles shall operate a wrecker, tow
3 truck, or car carrier unless the name, address, and telephone
4 number of the company performing such service de±ng-the-tew±ng
5
6

is clearly printed on the side of its vehicle the-tr�ek.
illt;t

The provisions of this section shall be

7 enforced in accordance with the provisions of chapter 85.
8

Section 2.

If any provision of this act or the

9 application thereof to any person or circumstance is held
10

invalid, the invalidity shall not affect other provisions or

11 applications of the act which can be given effect without the

12 invalid provision or application, and to this end the
13 provisions of this act are declared severable.

14

15
16

Section 3.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1979.

*****************************************

17

SENATE SUMMARY

18

Provides that any person engaged in the business of
transporting vehicles by wrecker, tow truck, or car
carrier shall have a lien on any vehicle which he
recovers, removes, or. stores, on instructions from: the
owner of such vehicle; the owner, lessor, or agent of the
owner or lessor, of any private property upon which such
vehicle has been parked; or any law enforcement agency.
Provides certain procedures for notice, filing of
complaint, and hearing. Deletes provision which limits
liability of any person engaged in such business to
occasions when service was requested by certain property
owners or their agents.

19

20
21
22

23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30
31

5
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MEMORANDUM
In Re:

HB 424 by Mica and SB 395 by Gorman

I. On December 21, 1978, Senior Federal District Judge Charles
Scott ruled Section 85.031(3), Florida Statutes, unconstitutional on
the ground that it lacks procedural due process. Hann v. Carson,
Case No. 78-133-Civ-J-S. Middle District of Florida, Opinion filed
December 21, 1978 (Attachment 1). This case is the sequel to
Craig v. Carson, 499 F. Supp. 385 (M.D. Fla. 1978). No appeal was
taken.
II. Section 85.031(3), Florida Statutes, provides an
expeditious non-judicial remedy for persons or businesses who furnish
labor or services in connection with recovery, towing and storage of
motor vehicles pursuant to instructions of a law enforcement agency.
A typical situation is:
An accident takes place on a public highway. A Florida
Highway Patrol Officer calls in a towing/storage operator
for the purpose of removing the vehicle from the highway
and storing it in a secure facility. The vehicle is a
total loss. The towing/storage operator performs this
service, and the lawful owner does not elect to recover
it for the reason that it is a total loss and the
towing and storage charges exceed the value of the
vehicle. The vehicle is worth only its salvage or scrap
value.
Under Section 85.031(3), Florida Statutes, as it was utilized
prior to Judge Scott's holding it unconstitutional, the towing/
storage operator could, after 45 days, issue a Notice of Sale to
the owner, sell the vehicle, obtain a Certificate of Title, and
dispose of the vehicle for scrap. He would recover some or perhaps
all of his charges for performing the service of removing the vehicle
from the public highway and storing it. Without the sale provision
of Section 85.031(3), Florida Statutes, his only remedy is a judicial

Memorandum
April 3, 1979
Page 2
one. He would have to file suit, obtain a judgment and thereafter
attempt to obtain satisfaction of his charges via levy, execution
and sale.
III. As a result of Judge Scott's decision, the Department of
Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles has ceased to issue Certificates
of Title on vehicles pursuant to the sale procedure authorized by
Section 85.031(3), Florida Statutes. (Attachment 2).
IV. HB 424 and SB 395 have been introduced for the purpose
of correcting the constitutional problem which exists with Section
85.031(3), Florida Statutes.
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UNITED STATE.5 DISI'RICT WURT
MIDDLE DISIRICT OF FWRJ.n\ - &N,,
.i£...._
JACKSONVII.LE DIVISION
�
�
PETER V. HANN, individually and
�
on behalf of all others similarly
CdJr,A,
situated,
Plaintiff,

v.

!WE CARSON, individually and in
his official capacity as Sheriff
of Duval County. Florida; Officer
M. E. MONROE, individually and
in his official capacity as an
employee of the Office of the
Sheriff of Duval County, Florida;
ar.(i EMCH BODY C(MPANY, INC., a
Florida corporation d/b/a
Stanford's Beach Garage,

NO. 78-133-Civ-J-S

�
Qe�
])�

/�
�

I�
�
�

�-·

. �
�
�
Defendants.
0�
0�
OPINION
p�
;?�
This case is the sequel to the Court's decisim in Craig
p�
v. Carson, 449 F.Supp. 385 (M.D.Fla. 1978).
?�
5,/.�
·Facts
._s�

On the evening of February 8, 1978, plaintiff went to S��
�
a nightclub in the Arlington area of Jacksonville, Florida. The night-4,,..,..:._

club is knONn as 'The Other Place'. He parked his car, a 1963 Plyrrouth �
�
Belvedere, nearby. ¼ound 1:45 o'clock A. M. (F�bruary 9), plaintiff
left The Oth?r Place, heading for his car. wben he reached the place

where he had parked it, it was gone. He rettrrned to the nightclub and
telep):1oned the Duval County Sheriff's Department, reporting his «car c\S

e_t?]:�.

��-�-�an.-hour·· later� a Duval Cou:,ty Sheriff's deputy

.found the �; - which had been· stolen, · abandoned at Mayport, Flori$

(within Duval County). That was around 2:20 o'clock A. M., Februai-y 9.

The deput:y;'.::Officer Michael Evans Monroe,- at cnce :urq:x:rundeii~t:he.��d

�?.�q.,,£9r.a-�ecker - tO-.C9IJe. and tow the CEfi·
tine, ha,.;,ever, driveable.

fAtwre�r:..frcxn Beach

Body

The car was at that

Ca:q>any-arrived,-and ·at the officer',:;

�tion•.t,�_the car_to the canpany's �designated as a poli�

Rt+ochrmrn+ I

storage lot, in Jacksonville Beach, Floridm ('!he-car ra:nained stored;
tnere�
,Not until thirteen days later did plaintiff learn of the
tJ_ocation of his car�

He then obtained a vehicle release �d £ran

the Sheriff's Department, in order to regain his car fran die storage
lot. On February 25, 1978, plaintiff presented the vehicle release
card to the Beach Body Ca:npany o'.3l1d requested the return of his car.
,:_He was refused.� He was infonred that unless he paid the t�i.ng f�e
ef.$35.00 and storage charges accunulating at the rate of $3.00 J>E;r
day, he could not have his car. \.hen plaintiff said that he was not

I

able to pay the charges, the president of Beach Body C.anpany refused
to permit plaintiff access to his car and told him that the canpany

ri

t

� would exercise its legal right under Florida statutes and City ordinances :

�U to insure payrn::nt of the charges c:Med.

This lawsuit was filed March 7, 1978. A preliminary in

junction was issued on March 15, 1978, enjoining, pending the outca:1e
of this case, defendant fran (1) withholding plaintiff's car fran hlm,
and (2) fran selling plaintiff's car in order to satisfy the tc:Ming
and charges accunulated.

� has had access to; -and use of his car.
4 February

..

Since March 15, 1978, therefore, plaintiff.
But for thirty-four days, frq:n
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9 to March 15, 1978, plaintiff was denied the use of his c.:.r. Issues and Status of the Case
Plaintiff has rooved for a surrnary judg):rent against defendants

on the issue of their liability to him.

He seeks injunctive, declara

tory, and compensatory relief. Although plaintiff originally raised
three issues in his ca'lplaint, he urges only one of those issues in
his sumary judgrrent rrotion.

That d.ssue is whether the Florida stat:ut.�

r.and Jacksonville city ordinances that authorized retention of an inf·
tpOU11ded no�o_i;_ ��le,:..�- cr.e!ltion of a lien against the vehicle for
l_owing and storage cha":"ges, forfeiture of_ the vehicle after a specifieq;
�in order to foreclose the lien and pay the �1:iarges outstanding,;,

�less the vehicle ·owner pays those charges, violated the Foi.µ:th
Arrendment Due Process Clause by depriving a person of property without
'-_tpe safeguards . of procedural chJe proc�s.

On that issue plaintiff

seeks surrnary judgment concerning defendants' liability to him.
Of course, plaintiff is entitled to sunnary judgment, even
in part, only if he meets his burden to show (1) the absence of any
genuine issues of mater.:.al fact, and (2) the right to a surrim:y judg
ment under applicable federal law.

FED.R.CIV.P.
=====

-

56; Adickes v. S.l-J.

Kress & Co. 398 U.S. 144, 26 L.Ed.2d 142 (1968); Poller�- CBS, Inc.
368 U.S. 464, 7 L.Ed.2d l}58 (1962); Chavez�- Noble Drilling Corp.,
567 F.2d 287, 289 (5th Cir. 1978); Tarmer�- McCall, 441 F.Supp. 503,
506 (M.D.Fla. 1977); Eberhardy�- CMC, 404 F.Supp. 26, 829 (M.D.Fla.
1975), aff'd sub nan. Van Eberhardy �- CNC, 534 F.2d 1406 (5th Cir.
1976)�:- _Defendants in this case, however, have not opposed plaintiff's ,.. surmary judguent nntion as to liability:J< The Court finds the facts
<. material to the issue of property deprivation without procedural dU£r
(process, advanced by plaintiff in his sun:nary judgpmt notion, to hE;:
<..undispute<;l..

Therefore , if, as a matter of federal �aw, plaintiff is

entitled to suumary judgrralt concerning defendants' liability on that
issue, the Court need not consider and reach the ott-i' er two issues raised
in the �laint.
Law
Plaintiff argues that defendant C.ars{}Il and his deputy,
defendant 1·bnroe, are precluded from opposing jud�t against them
on the issue of their liability to plaintiff.

The legal term 'preclusion'

rreans both (1) the estoppel by judgrrent effect of 1·es judicata (including
merger and bar) on attempts to relitigate claims, ,md (2) collateral
estoppel against relitigating issues already decided.

Plaintiff seeks
2
to use offensive preclusion against defendants C.ar:;on and M:mroe.
I.

Res judicata:claim preclus ion
1

The principle of res judicata in fedP-ral law is that,
where a claim in a later case is identical to the claim that was
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adjudicated in an earlier case; and where the parties in the later case
are identical to, or in privity with, the parties in the earlier case,
the judgrrent reached in the earlier case precludes the parties in the
later case from attempting to relitigate that claim, including all issues
pertaining to the claim, whether or not they ..ere actually litigated in
the earlier case. The essential elenaJ.ts of federal res judicata, there
fore, are (1) n,;o cases, (2) one of: 'Which has proceeded to judgi:rent,
(_3) raising identical claims, C.4} by the same parties or persons in
privity with those parties. Lawlor y_. National Screen Service Corp.,
349 U.S.C. 322, 326, 99 L.Ed 1122, 1126 (.1955); Jvbch y_. F,ast Baton Rouge
Parish School Bd., 548 F.2d 594, 595 (5th Cir. 1977); Ilitemational
Ass 'n of M:ichinists & Aerospace \.k>rkers y_. Nix, 512 F. 2d 125, 131 (5th
Cir. 1975); Aerojet-General

C.Orp. y_. Askew, 511 F.2d 710, 715, 718 (5th

Cir. 1975); Arrerican Heritage Life Ins. Co. y_. Heritage Life Ins. Co.,
494 F.2d 3, 8 (5th Ch-. 1974}.

The doctrine of res judicata is premised

on the principle of judicial fir.ality, precluding the relitigation of a
claim only after the sarre parties have had a reasonable opportunity to
litigate that claim bf..fore a court of competent jurisdiction, and a final
decision concerning the claim has been reached.

Kaspar Wire Works, Inc,

y_. Leco Engineering & llichine, Inc., 575 F.2d 530, 537-38 (5th Cir, 1978);
Stevenson y_. International Paper Co., 516 F.2d 103, 109 (5th Cir, 1975),
The difficulty in applying the doctrine of res judicata revolves around
determining the too identity e�errents: identity of claims, and identity
of parties or persons in privity with them. See, �- , S:::evenson v.
Internationa� Paper Co., 516 F.2d at 109.
A.�·Identity of Claims ·�
R-dS�judicata · is a principle of claim preclusion. Cnly if tne
claims in too cases a:�e identical will the judgID:'!.."lt in the first case
prevent relitigation "in the second case. The identity of claims raised
in too cases, therefo:-:e, is an indispensable elerrent for :ces judicata.
International Ass' n o.f llichinists & Aerospace lli.ckers v. Nix, 512 F. 2d
I

-

-

at 131; .Arrerican Heri:age Life Ins. Co. y_. Heritage Life Ins,
Co., 494 F.2d at 9.

In determining whether a claim in a later case
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is identical to that decided in a prior case, courts IllJSt look to
the substance and subject matter of the� cases, not their formal
appearance. C'.ourts must look past the nere language and labels of the
pleadings, beyond the legal theories devised and advanced, to discern
the genuine nature of the :3ctions. Aerojet-General C'.orp, �- Askew,

511 F, 2d at 715; Astron Industrial Assoc. , Inc. �- Quysler llitors

�-, 405 F.2d 958, 961 (.5th Cir, 1968); Acree�. Air Line Pilots
Ass'n, 390 F.2d 199, 201 (.5th Cir. 1968), cert. denied 393 U.S. 852,
21 L.Ed.2d 122 (.1968). "It is the substance of the action that counts,"
Acree y. Air Line Pilots Ass'n, 390 F.2d at 201.

Cf. Wilson Cypress

C.O. �. Atlantic C'.oast Line Ry. C'.o., 109 F.2d 623, 627 (5th Cir. 1940) ,
cert. denied 310 U.S. 653, 84 L.Ed. 1418 (1940),
That t:vX> cases involve "the sarre course of wrongful conduct",
and request the sarre ldnd of relfaf, does not � that the too cases
in'-'olve an identical claim. I.awlor y. National Screen Service C'.orp,,

349 U.S. at 327, 329, 99 L.Ed. at 1127, 1128, The test for determining

whether� cases involve an identical claim, already decided in one
of those cases, involves three questions: (1) is the sane right infringed
by the sarre wrong in both cases? (2) v;ould a different judgrrent in the
seconci case impair rights that were established and protected by the
judgn:rnt in the first case? (3) \\uuld the sarre evidence sustain both
the jmgirent in the first case ar:d a judgpent in the second? Aerojet
General C'.orp. �- Askew, 511 F.2d at 718; Astron Industrict Assoc., Inc.
y. Chrysler :t-btors C.Orp., 405 F.Zd at 961; Acree�- Air Line Pilots ..A.ss 'n,
390 F.2d at 201.
B. �Identity of Parties __
W'nere the sane claim has been decided in one ease by tr.e
sane parties who are attempting to relitigate it in a second case, those
parties, or persons in privity wi.th than, are precluded from relitige.ting
the claim. Under the comron law, res judicata prevents by bar or nerger

the relitigation of a decided claim only by the sane parties, or those
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in privity with than. Southwest Airlines C'.o, �- Texas Internat'l
Airlines, 546 F.2d 84, 95 (5th Cir. 1977), cert. denied 434 U,S, 832,
54 L.Ed.Zd 93 (1977).
The irore difficclt problem in applying the principle 0£ res
judicata is in determining whether a party in a second case was in
privity with a party in the first case. The term 'in privity' has cooe
to

ire.an

through decisi.cnal. law a representative relationship between

a party in

the first case and a party in the second case, at the tine

the same claim was litigated and decided in the first case,

Whether

such a representative relationship existed at that t:in:e is a mixed
question of fact and law.

Because: the answer to tbe question stems

from, and is determined by, the individual circumstances and facts in
each case, it will be reversed on appellate review only where clearly
erroneous. Southwestern Airlines C'.o. �- Texas Intemat'l Airlines,
546 F.Zd at 95, 96; Aerojet-General C'.orp. �- Aske..7, 511 F.2d at 719;
Astron Industrial Assoc., Inc. �- Chrysler ?-btors �-, 405 F.2d at
961. Nevertheless, the conclusion that is shaped from those facts,
about whether such a representative relationship �.xisted or not, is
controlled by "orthodox categories" of representative relationships
under established law. Lawlor �- National Screen Service C,orp., 3 49
U.S. at 329 n. 19, 99 L.Ed. at 1128 n. 19.
For example, if a party in a secon:l case, :involving

the sarre

claim, controlled the action by a party i� the first case, that rela
tionship of influence and control will qu:1lify as an "in privity'' rela
tionship f.or purposes of res judicata.

!i•; Astron Industrial Assoc.,

Inc. �- �er ?-btors C'.orp., 405 F.Zd at 961.

Likewise, if a party

in tl>.e second case is a successor-in-interest to a party in the first
case, the privity relationship exists. Similarly, if the interests of
a party in thEi second case were adequately represP.11ted by a party in
the first case, then notwithstanding the label of the relationship,
it will be sufficiently representative tQ count as "in privity'' for
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res judicata purposes.

Examples of adequate representative relation-

ships, constituting privity for res judicata purposes, are Cl) the
trustee-beneficiary relationship; (2) a relationship of expressly
authorized representation; (3) a fiduciary-like relationship (pur..h as
an executor, administrator, guardian, conse:.--vator) and the beneficiary
of that relationship; (4} an obligatory relationship, by operation of
law, in which it is :incumbent upon an official or agency to represent
the interests of another; and (5) the relationship between a 1rember of
a certified class in a class action, and the other members of that class,
RESTATEMENT OF JUIXMNTS 7d, §85, tentative draft No, 2 (l975);
Southwestern Airlines Co. v. Texas Internat'l Airlines, 546 F.2d at
96 and n. 42, 100 n. 57. Cf. Hansberry y_. Lee, 311 U.S. 32, 41-43,
85 L.Ed. 22, 26-27 (1940).
Plaintiff has two clain)s in this case, The first claim is
that defendants I conduct, which was authorized by the challenged Jackson

ville municipal ordinances, violated plaintiff's constitutional rights,
The second claim is closely akin.

It is that, defendants' conduct, which

y,as
sanctioned by the challenged state statute, also violated plaintiff's
.
r

t constitutional rights. The identity of plaintiffs' first claim with that

�! the plaintiff :in Craig y_.

Carsen, �. is unmistakable.

The sane rights were infringed in both cases. •In Craig_y.
Pu-son, 449 F.Supp. at 394, the plajntiff had two personal property
,. :m,tere_sts at .�t:ake: :_her rroney or her �.

Jn the present case, plaintiff's

a.ptereslS "in being free from unjustified payrrents of charges and fees�••
and in.the use of his car "for purposes of earning a liv:ing, conducting
<lhis] h'..!Siness affairs, and carryl--ig on the majority of [his] activities,"

C. are as obvious as they were in Crai_g_ y_. Carson, 449 F.Supp. e.t 394.
Additio:ially, th�cpJaintiff in Craig y_. Carson sued to enforce her con�
lft�tutional right to due process before being finally deprived of he,r
�rsonal property under the authority of the city, ord.:inanc.es,

Likewise,

in this case.plaintiff has had to sue in order to secure the funclam:mt3.ts
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Q.__�p_rocedural due process guaranteed by the Fourteenth Arnendrn::nt, ._�;fo:r;e
�being-subjected to an absolute-and final loss of personal property;
In both cases, the same wrong caused the violation of the
constitutional rights.

plaintiffs'

In Craig�- Carson, the city ordi

nances authorized impoundrn::nt of the plaintiff's car, assesSID2nt of
towing and storage charges against her, creation of a lien against hr--..r
car for those charges,

:m autom�tic forfeiture of her car

after sixty

days to foreclose the lien and pay the charges due, without any oppor
tunity to contest those results.

The sarre results were accomplished by

operation of the sarre city ordinances in the present case, and again no
opportunity to dispute them was provided.
The sarre evidence -would support the final decision in Craig

�- Carson, and the 0:mr:'s decision concerning plaintiff's first claim
in this case.

The facts develo�d in the present case could readily be

su1atituted for the evidentiary �asis in Craig�- Carson, and the law -would
still require the sane decision in that case.

The law, therefore, dictates

that the sane decision as that in Craig�- Carson y;uuld have to be reached
in the present case.

Thus, the Court must conclude that the claim presented

and decided in Craig�- Carson is identical to plaintiff's first claim in
the case at hand.
The identity or privity of the parties in both cases is even
rrore evident. Defendant Carson was sued and held liable in Craig_�. Carson,
449 F.Supp. at 396-97, for the Uflconstitutional conduct of his deputy,

acting at defendant Carson's orders, in enforcing unconstitutional rrr..micipal
ordinances.

In the present case, defendant Carson is agau:, sued for the

sarre conduct of his dep .1ty, but the particular deputy directing that conduct
0

has also been joined an1 sued as a defendant.

It is beyond cavil, there

fore, that Sheriff Cars.:m is the sarre defendant is both caE;es.
It is equally certain, however, that defendant l-bnroe, a�ting
as the deputy of Sheriff Carson, is in privity with him for the purp:::>ses
of res judicata.

In Craig �- Carson, Officer St. Johns personally directed
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the wrongful. conduct authorized by the unconstitutional ord:i...nances.
449 F.Supp. at 387-88. Yet, Sheriff Carson was held liable, because
Florida law holds county sheriffs "liable for the acts of their deputies."
Id.
-

TIA.STAT. §§30.07, 30.09(3); Evans�.�at 397 and n. 13. See ==

castle, 339 So.2d 1150, 1151 (2d D.C.A.Fla. 1976). Hence, upder Florida

law Sheriff Carson is obliged to represent, and answer for, the :interests
of his deputies when they are sued for their official conduct,

That is

the kind of obligatory r�presentative relationship, by operation of law,
that constitutes privity between defendant, Sheriff Carson, and his deputy,
defendant Mm.roe.

See RESTATEMENT OF JUIX11ENI'S 2d §85, tentative draft

No. 2 (1975), at 56, 61-63; Soutlrwestern Airlines Co, v. Texas Intemat f l
Airlines, 546 F.2d at 96 and n. 42.
Furtherrrore, plaintiff in this case was in privity with the
plaintiff in Craig�- Carson.
accion.

1nat case, like this one, was a class

449 F.Supp. at 387, 397.

The plaintiff represented the class

of all persons subject to being deprived of access to and use of their
autoo:obiles because of the provisions in the city ordinances, which w�e
later declared to be unconstitutional, requiring irnpounCID211t and obliga
tory prepayrrent of towing and storage fees. Plainly, plaintiff in tha
present case was a ffi2IIDer of the class represented by the plaintiff :i..,
Craig�- Carson.

As a result of the Court-approved relationship between

the class of plaintiffs who were represented

in Craig�- Carson, and the

individual plaintiff in that case, the interests of those class rrerrbers
(including plaintiff in the present case) were sufficiently typical a�d
congruent with that of the individual plaintiff that she adequately
represented them; and tl:ey, in tun, were in privitywith her.

See

....AIEMENT OF JUCG-�_ 2d §85; Southwestern Airlines Co, 2-:.· Texas Inter
RESf
nat' l Airlines, 546 F.2d at 100 n. 57.

Cf. Hansberry�- �e, 311 U.S.

at 41-43, 85 L.Ed. at 26-27.
The Court holds, therefore, that defendant Carson and MJnroe
in the case at hand �e respectively identical and in privlty with
the defendant in Craig�- Carson, �-
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Likewise, the Court holds

that plaintiff in the present case, by virtue of his uenbership in
the certified class of plaintiffs in Craig�- Carson, was in privity
with the individual plaintiff in that case.

Having concluded (1) that

plaintiff, and defendants Carson and funroe, in this case were identical
to, or in privity with, the plaintiff and the defendant in Craig�
Carson; and (2) that plaintiff's first claim in this case is identical
to the plaintiff's claim raised and litigated in Craig�- Carson; the
Court holds that the final decision reached in Cr��- Carson is neces
sarily conclusive and 0inding on the first claim in the case at hand,
In short, the Court holds that the principle of res judicata applies
to bar litigation of plaintiff's first claim in this case, inaSITDJCh as
it ..;ould be an attempt to relitigate the claim decided in Craig�- Carson.
As a result of the final decision in that case, defendants Carson and
:t-bnroe in this case are estopped from relitigating their liability under
the city ordinances.
Nevertheless, ·plaintiff's requests for declaratory and jn
�unctive relief on his first claim are noot.• Within a short tine after
the Court's decision in Craig':.· Carson, declaring unconstitutional, and
enjoining enforcerent of, the Jacksonville municipal ordinances, the
City Council repealed those_ordinances and enacted different ones, to
provide the deficient �ue proce�s. Plaintiff's need for declaratory and
injunctive relief concerning these ordinances has vanished therefore,
and his prayer for sucl:> relief has becorre rroot.
Plaintiff's request for compensatory relief, however, is not
rroot.

In Craig':.· Carson, the plaintiff rested her case without presenting

any evidence of "actual darr.ages suffered." 449 F.Supp. at 396,

The Court,

therefore, adhered to the Suprerre Court's decision in Carey�- Piphus,
55 L.Ed.2d 52 (1978), that damages for injury carmot "be presurred to
flow from every deprivation of procedural due process." 55 L.Ed.2d at
264.

Without proof of actual damages, the pl�tiff in Craig �- Carson

was entitled to, and awarded, nrorlnal damages of $1.00.
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In contrast,

plaintiff in ,hls case has indicated his intention to pres-=11t evidence
of actual damages, and accordingly has noved for partial S'..IIIJll)' judg
rrent on the question of liability only.

The doctrine of r� judicata

makes the decision reached by the C,Ourt in Craig:'.:· Carson conclusive on
the issue of liability by

defendants Carson and funroe to plaintiff

in the present case for any darnages that he might prove.
In Craig!'.:· Carson, defendant Carson raised the "affi.nnative
defenses of (1) lack of any causal connection to himself, and (2} good
faith inrnunity under the corm.on law".

449 F.Supp. at 396,

However,

because of the plaintiff's failure to present evidence of sctual darrages,
the defenses were urmecessary to counter her request for damages; and
those defenses are ine£fective to avoid injunctive and declaratocy relief.
Id. at 397.

There are no affinmtive defenses raised by defendants Carson

and funroe in this case, and they have not opposed plaintiff's S1.lllffi3l:)'
judg;rent notion on the issue of liability. Hence, they ca:mot avoid the
conclusive effect of the decision in Craig�- Carson on th;! question of
their liability to plaJ.ntiff under his first claim in this case.

The

C,Ourt so holds.
Res judicata does not apply to defendant Beach &>dy C,anpany,
however.

It neither appeared, nor had its interest represe;;ited by the

defendant,in Craig�- Carson. While plainti£f's requests for declaratory
cPd inji.mctive relief against &.ach &>dy C,ornpany rerrain IDJOt because of
the £!!1act:rren.t of new ordinances, his request for da:rmges on the question
of liability by Beach Rody Company must await a decision on the rrer�.ts
of both of plaintiff's claims in this case.
II.

C,Ollateral estoppel: issue preclusion

Plaintiff also seeks to use the principle of collateral
estoppel offensively against defendants Carson and funroe,

He argues

that they are estopped from attempting to relitigate all issues involved
in p:.aintiff's second claim in this case, which are identical to issues
actually decided in Cr� �- �-
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The principle of collateral estoppel is traditionally
regarded as preventing identical parties, or those in privity with
them, in an earlier case, from relitigating in a later case the sane
issue5 actually litigated and decided in an earlier case, even where
the claims presented in the mo cases are different.

Ashe�- Swenson,

397 U.S. 436, 443, 25 L.Ed.2d 469, 475 (1970); Lawlor v. National
Scree;:i Service C.Orp. 349 U.S. at 326, 99 L,Ed, at 1126; Stevenson�
Internt'l Paper �-, 516 F.2d at 109.

It is a less stringent, cir1d

therefore less encompassing, form of preclusion.

Stevenson v. Inter-

nat' 1 Paper C.O. , 516 F. 2d at 109; International Ass 'n of Machinists
& Aerospace vbrkers�- Nix, 512 F.2d at 131. The essential elerrents
of collateral estoppel are (1) mo cases, (2) invclving the sarre questions
of law or fact, (3) which were actually litigated and decided in the
earlier case. Historically, the identity or privity of the parties in
both cases was an elerrent of collateral estoppel known as 'the mutuality
requirerrent'
The mutuality requirerrent for the application of collateral

estoppel was a judicially-created elerrent. BlondEr-Tong.e Labs, Inc, --:!,_,
University of Ill. Foundation, 402 U.S. 313, 320, 28 L.Ed.2d 788, 795
(1971).

It necessitated that, if a judgrrent in ar. earlier case was to

be a conclusive determination for the saim issues of law or fact in a
later case, both parties in the later case mJSt be identical to, .or in
privity with, the parties in the earlier case.
at 795.

Id. at 320-21, 28 L,Ed.2d

Under the mutuality requirerrent, a litigmt ,;..--as prevented from

"invoking the conclusive effect of a judgp.a1t, t.mless he was a party
or in privity with a party to the suit in whlch the prior judgrrent

W:LS

rendered." Janes Talcott, Inc.�- Allaha)ad Bank, Ltd., 444 F.2d 451,
461 (5th Cir. 1971), cert. denied 404 U.S. 940, 30 L.Ed.2d 253 (1971).
Cf. Blonder-Tonge Labs, Inc. y,. University of Ill. Foundation, 402 U.S.
at 322 n. 9, 28 L.Ed.2d at 796 n. 9.
Having rorre under increasing criticism, the mutuality ntl.e
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has been jettisoned as a requireirent for IIDdern of principles of collateral
estoppel.

The rrutuality requ.:i.rarent has been rejected as an essential

elenE1t for the fzderal principle of collateral estoppel, especially in
the Fifth Circuit.

Johnson y. United States, 576 F,2d 606, 611, 614

(5th Cir. 1978); Poster Exchange, Inc. y. National Screen Sei'Vice Corp,,
517 F.2d 117, 122 (5th Cir. 1975), cert. denied 423 U.S. 1054, 46 L,Ed.2d
643 (1976); Cheramie y. Tucker, 493 F.2d 586, 589 n. 10 (5th Cir, 1974),
As a result, for collateral estoppel to apply, it is necessary only that
the party who v.0uld be precluded from relitigating the sane issues was
identical to, or in privity with, a party in the earlier case,

Blonder

Tongu!Labs, Inc. y. University of Ill. Foundation, 402 U,S. at 322, 28
L.Ed.2d at 796. Cf. Sea-land Services, Inc. y. Gaudet, 414 U.S. 573,
593, 39 L.Ed.2d 9, 26 (l974).

Elimination of the IIDtuality requireirent

for collateral estoppel is based oo the view that once a party has had
a full and fair opportunity to litigate a question, he ought not to be
permitted a second opportunity to litigate the sane question in a later
case, simply because he has a different adversary, Janes Talcott, Inc,
v. Allahabad Baru<, Ltd., 444 F.2d at 461.
Instead of a;,. inflexible UDJtuality reql.lll"en:ent, the test
for whether collateral estoppel applies where only the party to be
estopped in a later case is identical to, or in pr�vity with, a party
in an earlier case, is o:1e of fairness.

It is whether the rarty to

be precluded in the later case had a full and fair opportunity to liti
gate the sa:rr:e question in the earlier case, so that there will be no
resulting injustice frorr1 the effect of collateral estoppel.

Blonder

Tonf"-E Labs, Inc. y. Unhersity of Ill. Fom<lation, 402 U.S. at 333, 28
L.Ed. 2d at 802; Johnson y. United States, 576 F.2cl at 614. 'This test
necessitates a case-by-case evaluation of the opportunity to litigate
the sane question decided in an earlier ca.se, in o;�der to determine the
fairness of applying co:lateral estoppel in a late::: case.

Janes Talcott,

Inc. y. Allahabad Bank, Ltd., 444 F.2d at 461. TwJ factors which the
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Court should consider in using the fairness test for applpng collateral
estoppel are (1) the procedural posture in the earlier case of the
party to be precluded in the later case, and (2) the intended use of
collateral estoppel, whether offensively or defensively.
If the party to be precluded in a later case had the ini
tiative and burden of proof in an earlier case, then, regardless of
whether collateral estoppel is used defensively or offensively, little
unfairness would result in preventing that party from relitigating in a
later case the sarre questions already decided.
On the other hand, if the party to be precluded from re
litigation in a later case did r,,ot have the initiative and burden of
proof in an earlier case, then several other factors are important to
consider.

The need and notivation of the party to be precluded in a

later case, to litigate the sane questions vigorously in an earlier
case, are important.

If an earlier case was one involving de mi.ninn..s

interests, or having marginal consequences, the necessity and incentive
for full-throttle litigation was probably missing.

The opportunity of

the party to be precluded in a later case, to choose or change the fon.nn
in which the sarre questions were litigated in an earlier case, might
affect the prejudice or fairness of using collate�al estoppel against
that party. Blonder-Tongue Labs, Inc. �- University of Ill. Foundation,
402 U.S. at 333, 28 L.Ed.2d at 802; Johnson�- United States, 576 F.2d
at 614.

The foreseeability to the party to be precluded in a later case,

at the tiire that questions ·were litigated and decided in an earlier case,
that those issues would be important in future litigation, could also
affect the fairness of collaterdly estopping that party in a later case.
Joa1son '!..· United States, 576 F.2d at 615; I·bsher Stee_l Co, �- !:1L�. 568
F.2d 436, 440 (5th Cir. 1978).

Of course, if it is determined that none

of these factors in any way resulted in any prejudice, from an earlier
case, to the party to be precluded in a later case, then it is unlil:ely
that collaterally preventing that party from relitigating ;:he sarre issues
is unfair.

Jarres Talcott, Inc. v. Allahabad Bank, Ltd. 444 F.2d at 462.

That �uld be true even if collateral estoppel we:::-e used offensively
against a defendant in a later case, who had been a defendant in an
earlier case.

In short, given a full and fair opportunity to litigate

the san:e questions in an earlier case, there is no reason why a defe..."ldant
in that case should be allm,.ied a second opportunity to relitigate in a
later case the sarre questions already decided,
Under the nndem prfaciple of collateral estoppel therefore,
it is essential only (1) that the issues of law or fact involved in
a later case are identical to issues of law or fact presented in an
earlier case; (2) that those issues w"Cre actually litigated and decided
in the earlier case; and (3) that the decision concerning those issues
was a necessary and integral part in arriving at the juclgi:rent in the
earlier case. Johnson�- United States, 576 F.2d at 615; Stevenson�.
Internat' 1 Paper Co., 516 F.2d at 110, International Ass 'n of Machinists
& Aerospace Workers�- �ix, 512 F.2d at 131; Port 1'.rthur Towing Co. �.
CMens-Ill., Inc., 492 F,2d 688, 692 n. 6 (5th Cir, 1974); Jffi!Es Talcott,
Inc.�- Allahabad Bank, ��td., 444 F.2d at 458,

That the � cases involve

different claims, and employ different legal theories, is irrelevent to
the applicability of collateral estoppel.

Bank, Ltd., 444 F.2d at l159.

Jmres Talcott, Inc. v. Allahabad

M3:ny of the questions of law and fact which comprise plain
tiff's second claim in this case were litigated and decided in Craig�
Carson. A rmjor question, which v,as inextricably involved in the plain
tiff's claim in Craig�- Carson, is present in plair•tiff's claims in
this case. 'That question is whether impoundrrEnt of a person's autorrobile,
assessment of towing and storage charges, creation cf a lien against the
car for those charges, an1 aut0tratic forfeiture of the car to foreclose
t:J,.e lien and satisfy the �harges, all without any opportunity to challenge
such conduct, deprives the owner o.f property without due process of law.
In Craig�- Carson, the Court held that it does.
Although mutuality of \;he parties in hot'. cases is no longer
a requirerrent for collateral estoppel to apply, it i.r. nevertheless present
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in this case.

Plaintiff, as a rrerrher of the certified class represented

by the plaintiff in Craig �- Carson, was in a privity relationship
with her.

Defendant Carson, who was the sane defendant in Craig�

Carson, and defendant Monroe, in privity with defendant Carson, nw
seek to relitigate that principle question as a part of pl2Jntiff's
second claim in this case.

Their legal position on this major question

was fully litigated in Craig �- Carson. Although the initiative and
burden of proof did not rest on defendant Carson in that case, and it
does not rest on him or his deputy, defendant Monroe in this case, their
viewpoint and legal theories concerni_rig that chief question were far
nore vigorously advanced in that case than in this one.
defenses were raised in that case.

Affinnative

The burden to prove those affirmative

defenses rested squarely on defendant Carsen.

In contrast, no affirmative

defenses have been raised in the present case.

The plaintiff's notions

in Craig ";!,_. Carson were opposed by defendant Carsen.

Cb the other hand,

in the present case plaintiff's surmary j�t is unopposed.
The Court provided the sarre forun for litigation in both
Craig ";!,_. Carson and the! present case.

Che cannot reasonably argue that

any prejudice results fran litigating federal, constitutional questions
in the courts of the United States.
The Court holds that defendants Carson and Monroe are
collaterally estopped fran relitigating, as part of their defense in
the present case, the same question concerning deprivation of personal
property without procech.rral due process that was actually litigated and
necessarily decided in Craig�- Carson, t.,49 F.Supp. at 396.

Of course,

defendants Carson and Monroe are not prec·luded fran litigating the defense
that the state statute, F1A.STAT. §85.031(3)

facially, or by

2Il.

inter

pretive application, affords sufficient clue process to satisfy the
Fourteenth Amenclirent.

'That question rEmcu.ns to be decided on the merits.

{..-- c•'· Ill'.

The Merits.: .. ·-:..

The C.ourt adheres finnly to its reasoning and ruling
concerning the application of federal principles of res judicata and
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collateral estoppel in this case. Nevertheless, apart £ran any res
judicata or collateral estoppel effects, the c.ourt's decision on the
nerits of plaintiff's two clams in this case �d be guided by three
recent decisions: Mauphis Llght, Gas & Water Div. y. Craft, 56 L.Ed.2d
30 (1978); Gillam y. Landrieu, 455 F.Supp. 1030 (E.D.La. 1978); and
this Court's decision in Craig y. Carson, �-

Those three decisions,

therefore, will guide the c:ourt in deciding plaintiff's second claim
in this case.

The Fourteenth Arrendrent forbids state conduct, no

matter what goverrnrental fonn, fran depriving a person of liberty or
property interests, eve:1 for legitimate goverrnrental, public purposes,
withouf- provi.ding the :f.mdarrental safeguards of pr•:)Cedural due proces�:;:
Manphis Light, Gas & Water Div. y. Craft, 56 L.Ed.2d at 39; Craig y.
Carson, 449 F.Supp. at 390.

As this c.ourt pointed out in Craig -y.

Carson, 449 F.Supp. at 391, "'[p)rocedural due pro:::ess' is a fluid,
open-ended term." To determine the kind of proced,.rral due process
guaranties that are required in a specific situation, three factors
must be balanced: "(1)._the particular ... private property or libertY,
,r interest at stake"; (2) �the risk of a wrongful and erroneous deprivation:·
•

J

(?_f that interest;· and, (3) the public or goverrm:ental interest involved. 't·

•.

.....

Id.; Memphis Llght, Gas & Water Div. y. Craft, 56 L.Ed.2d at 44; Carey
"!..· Piphus, 55 L.Ed.2d at:262; Snith y. Organization of Foster Families,
431 U.S. 816, 848, 53 L,Ed.2d 14, 38 (1977); Dixon y. Love, 431 U.S. 105,
112, 52 L.Ed.2d 172, 180 (1977); }1athews �- Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319, 334-35,
47 L.Ed.2d 18, 33 (1976).

-

..

It is beyond question that plaintiff has a gern.iine-property

interest in the possession and use of his car, and in being free fran

�';:Iljustified payrrents of to,nng and storage charges.

Gillam v. Landrieu

455 F.Supp. at 1038, 1040; Craig y. Carsen, 49 F.Supp. at 394.
0:1 the other hand, the goverrnrental interest underlying
the state statt:.te that authorized defendants' conduct in this case is
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far less discernible t:h:an the reasons behind the rwnicipal ordinances
in Craig

y_. Carson. Cf. 449 F.Supp. 394. The statute challenged by

plaintiff's second claiill is part of the remedies provided by the Florida
Legislature to effectuate the statutorily-created liens for people
who perform labor or supply services for the perscnal property of
others.

Fl.A.STAT.
= §713.58 (Supp. 1971).

See Fl.A.STAT.
-==

§85.031.

The specific provision of the statute which plaintiff attacks authorizes
a rerr.edy for those who furnish labor or services in connection with
rotor vehicles. F1A. STAT. §85.031(3) . Cf. Young y. Robinson, S_ F.2d.
__, __ and n n. 1-3 (5th Cir. 1978)(Case No. 76-2780).

TI1e apparent

legislative purpose of this statutory schare is to give an _expeditious
legal recourse to those perscns who, having perfonred labor or services
to personal property in general, and to rrotor vehicles in particular,
are ooed and entitled to payrrent of their justly earned and due charges.
nie intent is-good, but it- carmot" justify the imnense risk oCerror---v
'cfiltained in the statute.�
It is tnie that procedural due process is flexible and
variable in fonn, and that the l<ind of due process required to provide
protection depen ds upon the particular situation. Panphis Light, Gas &
Water Div. y_. Craft, 56 L.Ed.2d at 42 n. 15; Craigy_. Carson, 449 F.Supp.
at 391. .J?,ut "the cauplete absence- of ·any due process at all cannot be1
justified under the guise of flexibility." Craigy_. Carson, 449 F.Supp.
at 391.--· A ,huge risk of erroneous and wrongful depri1.;ation · is inhere:nt_ in·
.-- �the·statute tmder attack in-this case because it tacks the essentials of=
procedural • due process ....
"\,hat iE constant. and identifiable in every vary
ing factual sitliation wnere diffe:cent form; of
the basic procedural due process safeguard!; appear
is that they are meaningful and rE;>..asonable. · Id.
at 391.
}bq:>his Light, Gas & Water Civ. y. Craft, 56 L.Ed.2d at 42; Mullaney_.
Central Hanover Barne & Trust Co., 339 U.S. 306,. 314, 94 L.Ed. 865, 873

(1950). cBoth the·notic:e and �.ring essentials oJ procedural due p�ess
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c..nust be reasonable ancl meaningful in the time and manner in which th�y
,g_ccur."

. . .

Craig�- Carson, 449 F.Supp. at 391.

't!he purpose of noti�

is to apprise the affected individual of, and permit adequate:

,.. preparation for," the hearing provided.� Merrphis Light, Gas & Water Div.
�- Craft, 56 L.Ed.2d at 42. Before the decision to deprive a person of
his liberty or property interest becares irrevocable and final, sore kind
of hearing concerning that deprivation, whether before or after the
initial deprivation, is required.

Id. at 43; Mathews �- Eldridge, 424

U.S. a� 333, 47 L.Ed.2d at 32; Craig�-- Carson, 449 F.Supp. at 391.
In Mffiphis Light, Gas & Water Di�. �- Craft, �. con
srners who believed their utility bills were incorrect received notice
only that if they did not pay those bills their utility service would
be tenninated.

The

Supra:ne Court rejected such notification as

...adequate to apprise [the consuners] of the
threat of tennination of service, [but) not'reason
ably calculated" to inform them of the availability
of "an opportmity to present their objections" to
their bills. 56 L.Ed.2d at 42.
Because the city utilil")' did ''not advise the custarer of the availability.:.
of a procedure for protesting a proposed termination of utility service
as unjustified," id. at 43, the utility's notice did ''not canport with
constitutional requirarents". Id. at 42-43.

J4.ke the

up
S reme Court,

this Court two weeks e.arlier had repudiated the notion that notice of
a fait accornpli would satisfy the demands of the fue
Craig�- Car�, 449 F.Supp. at 395.

Process Clause.

It:: is exacl_:ly this kind of no,t;:ice

,!:hat the state statute in this case contains.

nie notice

by mail, as :;

, the notice by newspaper publication, apprises an c.woer mly _of the fact
< that his rrotor vehicle will be sold
at� a forced -i:;ale or
auction.
--- - - At that
.
.,

point, the notice is r)?rely of an rr,paicing result wnose finality is:;
i

,._foregone. -�fn _addition, under the requirarents o.,: the statute, no notice
.,need occur until thirty days after an o;..ner has bczn denied access__to.�
�-car for !:ailure to pay the assessed charged.

Fifteen days after that,

i¥ithin a total of merely forty-five days,· an o;.vn:!l:' who does not pay the
��es��d cha-:ges can lose title and awnership of his w:>tor vehicle, without
any opportunity to cmtest the loss. In the swiftness with which.;_it
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?

ifiqxjs•es a final loss

of property upon

an CMll1er, without any opportunity

<to challenge·that·loss, the state statute is rrore blatantly egregious
cthan the city_ ordinances struck cb-m as unconstitutional in Craig �.. Carson.

449 F. Supp. at 389, 394.

Far ''m:Jre serious than foe lack of

an adequate, neaningful notice to an owner" is the absence of any fair
;hearing and opportunity to challenge_ the asse��t of charges, _ creation�
those charg��--and of a lien, forfeiture
of a rrotor vehifte.._tQ._sa_t�fy
- -----�--- - --------------- --- ---- -- --------that lien, along with ::he imposi.tion
of sale__CQ�ts
and a five
� foreclose
- -----�
------------------- - ------:percent ��charge for the Clerk of the Court. Id. at 395.
-- - --- - - -- . -i -- · Sare form of fair and impartial hearing; at
f ..hi.ch an owner is provided an opportunity to
challenge the lawfulness of ... assessing
charges against him and creating a lien against
his car for those charges, rrnJSt be provided
within a praupt and reasonable time. In
addition, no legitimate govemrrental interest
is served by, or justifies, the severe loss
and hardship that withholding an CMner's car
£ran him imposes. Id.
L:. -

"Apart £ran bringing an independ-=nt �-t, like the ·present one,
an individual has no opportunity to contest" the legal consequences qf
1,

the state statute. ·. The_ Suprene Court, ha;.Jever, has enphatically rejected
the notion that available, ca.IIIl0!1 law remedies, for injunctive and c(ID
pensatory relief, are "an adequate substitute" for an accurate, �c:\r11�§._�
0

tive z:-enedy. Manphis, Light, Gas & Water Div.�- Craft, 56 L.Ed.2d at

-�.-:-::�-=:=s--'
45-46.

Judicial ranec,lies are particularly unsuited
to the resolution of factual disputes typically
involving suns of JJDI1ey too small to justify
engaging cmmsel or bringing a la'..'Suit.
.
An
action in equity to halt an improper [depriva
tiO!}], because is is less likely to be ·pur
·
sued
-and less likely to be effective, even if pursued,
will not provide the sarre assurance of acCULate
decision �.aking as ¼uuld ;:in adequate achinistra
tive procedure. Id. at 46.
Because of the state statute� s "failure to provide notice reasonably
c_�lcu2ated to apprise" IDJtor veh.f-cle a-.ners of the availability of pro
<..cedures to consider their clains that the1r vehicles are wrongfully mid
,__erroneously being withheld; and because of the state statute's "failure.

-20-

tto afford [rrotor vehicle owners] an opportunity to present" their
"t�putes and to have errors rectified, the _statute deprives uoto_r
�vehicle· owners of their "interest in property witl-:tout due process of
·law.•� Id. at 46-47.
C,onclusion
The Court declares TIA.STAT. § 85.031(3) to be uncon
stitutional because it a\!t;porizes a final deprivation of property wi�
put due process of law.

Accordingly,·: the Court wi 11 enjoin enfor��

.of TIA.STAT. §85.031(3),.

Additionally, the Court holds that defendants

Carson and M:mroe are liable to plaintiff for any actual dRmages that
he may be able to prove resulting fran the withholding of his car under
the authority of TIA.STAT. §85.031(3).
The Court's decision in this case, granting declaratory,
injunctive, and canpensatory relief for plaintiff applies to defendant
Beac.'i Body c.cmpany as well.

Toa city ordinances at the heart of plain

tiff's first claim have already been declared unconstitutional and their
enforceuent has been enjoined.

Craig y_. Carson,

449 F.Supp.

at

396.

Although Beac._11 Body �any is a private corporation, its conduct was
at the "direction of the Sheriff's Depart:Jrent" and was authorized by
the constitutionally

infirm

city ordinances.

Id. at

392. The effect

of t.1,e state statute challenged by plaintiff's second claim is similar.
Having to..;,ed and stored plaintiff's car at the direction of defendants
Carson and M::m.roe, Beach Body Canpany's authority to assess to,ring and
storage charges again.st plaintiff, to retain

his car unless he paid those

charges, to foreclose a lien against his car in c,rder to satisfy payrrent
of the charges, and tc force the sale of

his car within forty-five days

if the charges rana.L7ed unpaid, is derived directly fran FLA.ST'-..AT. §85.031(3).
There can.be no serious doubt th?t, in depriving plaintiff of his car,
c.otherwise naninally private activity of Beach Body Canpany has becane::;
,�tate action as a res0t of its relationship with, and participation- in,
;..,. the state-authorized c-.onduct o,£ defendants Crrson and H::,nroe.
'4° "2-·

NCAA, 564 F.2d 1136, 1144 (5th

Cir.

-21-

1977); Rob:inscn

Cf. Hennessey -.

v. Price,

553 F.2d �

918, 920 (5th Cir. 1977). Steeped :in the official conduct of state
law enforcerrent officers, and in the authority of m.micipal ordinances
and a state statute, the conduct of Beach Body O:xnpany constitutes
state action. Stypnan �- San Francisco, 557 F.2d 1338, 13'+1 (9th Cir.
1977); Craig�- Carson, 449 F.Supp. at 392; Tedeschi �- Blackwood, 410
F.Supp. 34, 4�-43 (D.Conn. 1976), aff'd 553 F.2d 93 (1st Cir. 1977).
The Court holds, therefore, that Beach Body Canpany is lia½le to pla:intiff for whatever actual damages he can prove.

/ �
Issued at Jacksonville, Florida, this� day

of December, �978.

Copies:
Peter D. Webster, Esquire
1500 Barnett Bank Building
Jacksonville, Florida 32202
William A. Davis, Jr., Esquire
Office of General Counsel
1300 City Hall
Jacksonville, Florida 32202
William G. Noe, Jr., £..squire/
599 Atlantic Boulevard
Atlantic Beach, Florida 32233

Footnotes

1. 1he thre� issues raised by plaintiff's canplaiJ.1t were (1)
that the enforcarent of the Jacksonville city ordingnces and the Florida
statute deprived him of property without due process of law, violating the
Due Process Clause; (2) that enforcement of the city ordinances and state
statute unreasonably discriminated against him on the basis of his financial
condition, violating the F.qual Protection Clause; and (3) that in:pound:rent
of his car was an unreasonable seizure of his property under color of state
law, in violation of the Fourth and Fourteenth Amend-rents.
2. Offensive preclusion is the use of res judicata or collateral
estoppel oy a party prosecuting an issue or claim to estop a party fran de
fending against it. :r.efensive preclusion, on the other hand, is the use of
res judicata or collateral estoppel by a party in a defensive posture to
prevent another party from prosecuting an issue or claim.
3. An adequate representative relationship that qualifies as
privity for res judicata does not :include the notion of concurrent interests.
The so-called "�oncurrent interest" test for a privity relationship has been
soundly rejected by the Fifth Circuit. Southwestern Airlines Co. v. -Texas
International Airlines, 546 F. 2d at 95 n. 40 and 97.
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(c) Any law enforcement agency, he t9wee,-tAe-�ePseR

1
2

Peffle¥iRg-e�eA-¥eA¼e±e shall have a lien on such m9t9P vehicle

3

for a reasonable towing�. and for a reasonable storage fee�

4

except that no storage fee shall· be charged if such vehicle is

5

stored for less than 6 hours.
(3)(a) Any person regularly engaged in the business of

6
7

recovering, towing, or storing vehicles who

8

session of a vehicle pursuant to subsection (2), and who claims

9

a lien for recovery, towing, or storage services, shall give

10

notice to the registered owner and to all persons claiming a

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

30
31

comes into pos

lien thereon, as disclosed by the records in the Department of
Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles, or of a corresponding agency
in any other state.
(b) Notice by registered or certified mail shall be
sent to the registered owner and to all persons claiming a
lien within 14 days of the date of possession.

It shall state

the fact of possession of the vehicle, that a lien as provided
in subsection (2) is claimed, that the lien is subject to
enforcement pursuant to law, and that the owner or lienholaer,
if any, has the right to a hearing as set forth in subsection

ilh

(4)(a) The owner of a vehicle removed pursuant to the

provisions of subsection (2), or any person claiming a lien,
other than the towing-storage operator, within 5 days of the
time he has knowledge of the location of said vehicle, may
file a complaint in the county court of the county in which
the vehicle is stored or in which the owner resides to
determine if his property was wrongfully taken or withheld
from him.
(b) Upon filing of a complaint, an owner or lienholder
may have his vehicle released upon posting with the court a
-2-
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1

cash:or surety bond or other adeauate security equal to the

2

amount of the charges for towing or storage, to ensure the

3

payment of such charges in the event he does not prevail.

4

the time of such release, after.reasonable inspection, he

5

shall give a receipt to the towing-storage company reciting

6

any claims he has for loss or damage to the vehicle or the

7

contents thereof.

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

(c) Upon determination of the respective rights of the
parties by the court:
1.

Should the owner or lienholder prevail, he may

collect damages and costs from the party instigating the tow.
2.

Should the person instigating the tow prevail, he

shall recover his costs.
3.

In any event, the final order shall provide for

15

immediate payment in full of recovery, towing, and storage

16

fees by the vehicle owner or lienholder; or the agency

17

ordering the tow; or the owner, lessor, or agent thereof of

18

the property from which the vehicle was removed.

19

At

(5) Any vehicle which is stored pursuant to subsection

20

(2) and which remains unclaimed or, for which reasonable

21

towing or storing charges remain unpaid, may be sold by the

22

owner or operator of the storage space after 45 days from

23

the time the vehicle is stored therein.

24

public auction for cash.

25

the person in whose name the vehicle is registered and to all

26

persons claiming· a lien on the vehicle as shown on the

27

records of the Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles

28

or of the corresponding agency in any other state.

29

The sale shall be at

Notice of the sale shall be given to

Notice

shall be sent by registered or certified mail to the owner of

30

the vehicle and the person having the recorded lien on the

31

vehicle at the address shown on the records of the registering

(Senate Amendment No.
Page
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, continued)
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HB.

agency and shall be mailed not less than 15 days before
the date of the sale.

After diligent search and inquiry,

if the name and address of the registered owner or the
owner of the recorded lien cannot be ascertained, the
requirements of notice by mail may be dispensed with.
In addition to the notice by mail, public notice of the ...... . .

time and place of sale shall be made by publishing a .... .
. .....
notice thereof one time, at least 10 days prior to the

date of the sale, in a newspaper of general circulation ........

in the county in which the sale is to be held or by ...... .
. ....

notices posted for 10 days in three public places in the

county, one of which shall be at the courthouse, and ..........
.

another in some conspicuous part of the storehouse.

The proceeds of the sale, after payment of reasonable
towing and storage charges, costs of the sale

. .. .
. ...
. ...
XK� .

shall be deposited with the clerk of the circuit court ........ .
for the county, if the owner is absent, and the clerk
shall hold such proceeds subject to the claim of the
person legally entitled thereto.

The clerk shall be

entitled to receive 5 percent on such proceeds for the
care and disbursement thereof.

The certificate of title

issued under this law shall be discharged of all liens
except those registered with the Department of Highway..

Safety and Motor Vehicles.

_ ........... _ . .
. .. _ ._
. . .............

..... ill _-{i!;r_ . Np, pe,rson _re_gula_r_ly__e_ngag_e,d _in_ the. _bu_ _sJI\e.ss_ .. ... .

o_f_ recovering,__to�ing, or storing }!'\6.'�e.r vehicl.es__sh.a.1.
.�e
1 ...
. . .. .

l_iabl_e _f_or dam_a_ge_s , _c_onnec_ted :with_ such services :�he...
. .. .

:ee�i
_ -c_erage.-_ei_-a-111eeer_-v_eh.i_e¼e,. provided that they have .
_ s
. �1J-erbeen performed _stte_h-vehie¼e.-.has.-.ee
. e_n_-mev.ee. with .r.e_asonab.le

care. . H
_ pen_-regttes-c-ef-a-f'e.rsen-p_tt,rp_e_r_-cing7-an�-r.easenae¼y .
a!'pe_a�_ing7_--ce-.e.e_ ewne.r-er.-¼es.ser7_-er-a-persen-att'Cheri11ee
. .-cheey:--che.-ewfte
_ r:-.er:-.¼�sser7-ef--che-f'.r.eper-cy-_frem-whieh.-s.tteh ..
vehie.¼e-_is_-remevee-:-
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business of recovering, towing, or storing me_�_er

vehicles shall operate a wrecker, tow truck, or car
carrier unless the name, address, and telephone number
of the company performing s_uch s_e_rv_ic_e a_
_ _ng-.
_ �-�e-�ewing_ ..
_ e¼
is clearly printed on. .the
vehicle
�he-�rttek.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
. . . .side
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5

vehicles.--

7

means any mobile item, whether motorized or not, which is

8
9

10

11

12

13
14

15
16

17
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Carton

Section 713.78, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:

6

L

and insert:

3
4
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713.78
(1)

Liens f or recovering, towing, or storing

For the purposes of this section, "vehicle"

mounted on wheels.

ill

Whenever a person regularly engaged in the

business of transporting �ew±tt�-ffle�e� vehicles by wrecker,

tow truck or car carrier recovers, removes or stores a

vehicle u pon instructions f rom :
(a)
(b)

The owner thereof, or

The owner or lessor, or a person authorized

by the owner or lessor, of �he pro perty on ��effi which such

vehicle is wrongfully parked, or

Offered by ..
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(c) Any law enforcement 2gency, he �gwee,-�F.e-?ePseR

1
2

�effieV�Ag-e�eA-VeB¼e±e shall have a lien on such �G�eP vehicle

3

for a reasonable towing fee, and for a reasonable storage fee�

4

except that no storage fee shall· be charged if such vehicle is

5

stored for less than 6 hours.
(3)(a) Any person regularly engaged in the business of

6
7

recovering, towing, or storing vehicles who

8

session of a vehicle pursuant to s�bsection (2), and who claims

9

a lien for recovery, towing, or stcrage services, shall give

10

notice to the registered owner and to all ;erso�s claiming a

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

coces into pos

lien thereon, as disclosed by the records in the Department of
Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles, or of a corresponding agency
in any other state.
(b) Notice by registered or certified m2il shall be
sent to the registered owner and to all persons claiming a
lien within 14 days of the date of possession.

It shall state

the fact of possession of the ve�icle, that a l:en as provided
in subsection

(2)

is claimed, th2t the lien is subject to

enforcement pursuant to law, and t�at the owner or lienholder,

20

if any, has the right to a heari�g as set forth in subsection

21

�

22
23
24
25
26

(4)(a) The owner of a vehicle removed p�rsuant to the
provisions of subsection (2), or any person cla:ming a lien,
other than the towing-storage operator, within 5 days of the
time he has knowledge of the location of said vehicle, may
file a complaint in the county court of the co��ty in which

27

the vehicle is stored or in which the OKner res:des to

28

determine if his property was wro�sfully taken Jr withheld

29
30

31

from him.
(b) Upon filing of a co�plaint, an owne� or lienholder
may have his vehicle released upon posting �itt the court a
-2-

Page 3

SB 395

1

ca3h:or surety bond or other adeouate se�uri:v eoual to t�e

2

amount of the char�es for towing or stora�e, to ensure the

3

oavment of such charges in the event he does not orevail.

4

the time of such release, after reasonab 1 e i�soection, he

5

shall give a receiot to the towin�-stora£e comoanv reciting

6

anv claims he has for loss or damage to the 7ehicle or the

7

contents thereof.

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

(c) Upon determination of the respec:ive rights o� the
parties by the court:
1.

Should the owner or lienholder rrevail, he may

collect daffiages and costs from the party ins:igating the tow.
2.

Should the person instigating the tow prevail, he

shall recover his costs.
3.

In any event, the final order shall provide for

15

immediate payment in full of recovery, towing, and storage

16

fees by the vehicle owner or lienholder; or the agency

17

ordering the tow; or the owner, lessor, er asent thereof of

18

the property from which the vehicle was re�c7ed.

19

At

(5) Any vehicle which is stored =urs�ant to subsection

20

(2) and 1·.,hic h remains unclaimed or, for ::h:'..c:-: reasonable

21

t0w1ng or storing charges remain unpaid, �ay be sold by the

22

owner or operator of the storage space a�ter 45 days from

23

the time the vehicle is stored therein.

24

public auction for cash.

25

the person ln whos0 name the vehicle is :··e�i:.te1·ed and to all

26

persons claimin� a lien on the vehicle as stJwn on the

27

records of the Deoartment of Highway Safet7 and Motor Vehicles

28

or of the corresponding agency in any ot�er state.

29

shall be sent by registered or certified mail to the owner of

30

the vehicle and the person having the re�orted lien on the

31

vehicle at the address shown on the reccrds of the registering

The sale shall be at

Notice of the sale shall be given to

Rotice

(Senate Amendment No.
Page

the date of the sale.

2

HB.

After diligent search and inquiry,

if the name and address of the registered owner or the

3

owner of the recorded lien cannot be ascertained, the

4

requirements of notice by mail may be disoensed with.

5

In addition to the notice by mail, public notice of the

6

time and place of sale shall be made by publishing a

7
9

395

agency and shall be mailed not less than 15 days before

l

8

4

SB.

, continued)

notice thereof one time, at least 10 days prior to the

! date of the sale, in a newspaper of general circulation
in the county in which the sale is to be held or by

10

notices posted for 10 days in three public places in the

11

county, one of which shall be at the courthouse, and

12

another in some conspicuous part of the storehouse.

13

The proceeds of the sale, after payment of reasonable

14

towing and storage charges, costs of the sale

15

XM�

shall be deposited with the clerk of the circuit court

16

for the county, if the owner is absent, and the clerk

17

shall hold such proceeds subject to the claim of the

_18

person legally entitled thereto.

19

The clerk shall be

20 ! entitled to receive 5 :eercent on such :eroceeds for the
·21: care and disbursement thereof. The certificate of title
1

issued under this law shall be discharged of all liens

22
23

except those registered with the Department of Highway

26

of recovering, towing, or storina ffleeer vehicles shall be

24 .Safety and Motor Vehicles.
.ill ��t No person regularly engaged in the business
25 ,
liable for damages connected with such services ehe

27

eew±H�-e�-see�a�e-e�-a-ffle�er-¥eh±eie, provided that they have

28

been performed stteh-¥eh±eie-has-beeft-ffle¥e� with reasonable
I
30 i,care. �peH-re�ttese-e�-a-perseft-pttr�efe±fl�,-aHd-reaseftabiy
31 appeaf±Hg,-ee-be-ehe-ewflef-er-iesser,-er-a-pefseft-a��her±�ee.

29

1

J2 :by-ehe-ewfter-er-iessef,-e�-ehe-p�e�efey-i�effl-wh±eh-s�eh
I

33 \¥eh±e¼e-±s-reffie¥ea�
Sl(a)-74

No person regularly engaged in the

5th copy may be removed

(Senate Amendment No.

Page
1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

11

12

13
14
15

16

I
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5

business of recovering, towing, or storing meter

SB. 395

HB.

vehicles shall operate a wrecker, tow truck, or car

carrier unless the name, address, and telephone number

of the company performing such service ee±Rg-the-tew±Rg

is clearly printed on the side of its vehicle the-trttek.
Section 2.

Section 85.031(3), Florida Statutes,

Section 3.

If any provision of this act or the

is hereby repealed.

application thereof to any person or circumstance is held

invalid, the invalidity shall not affect other provisions

or applications of the act which can be given effect

without the invalid provision or application, and to

this e�d the provisions of this act are declared severable.
Section 4.

a law.

This act shall take effect upon becoming

17

18

J 'l

21

22

23

24
25

26
27
28

3()

,,
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Florida Statutes; defining "vehicle;" providing that any
person regularly engaged in the business of transporting
vehicles by wrecker, tow truck, or car carrier shall
have a lien on any vehicle which he recovers, removes,
or stores on instructions from the owner of such vehicle,

7
9

An act relating to vehicle liens; amending s. 713.78,

from the owner, lessor or agent of the owner or lessor
of private property upon which such vehicle has been
wrongfully parked, or from any law enforcement agency;
providing certain procedures for noti ce, filing of
complaint, and hearing; providing a lien enforcement
sale procedure; repealing section 85.031(3), Florida
S tatutes; providing an effective date.
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By Representative Mica

A bill to be entitled

14

assee FL
32399-02
50

3

An act relating to liens; amending s. rlemiii(.L,.
Florida Statutes, relating to liens for

4

recovering, towing, and storing vehicles;

2

Catton

providing definitions; specifying situations
when a vehicle can be towed, and when a lien
for towing can be placed thereon; requiring

•
QJ
0, u
,O•�
c.�
.0

,._ ::,

QJ C.
C.
QJ
N.C

'° ...,

notice of towing to the owner and lienholder;
9

providing the owner's right to hearing;

10

providing for enforcement of liens; exempting

.... "' 11

persons who tow vehicles from liability under

0 "O
�,::

.... QJ
0 ,._
+.l�
VI ,0
o�
U VI

·�

12

certain circumstances and requiring that they

13

maintain proper identification; providing an

�

14

effective date.

2l...,
"' ....

15

"' 0,
QJ
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� il
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� 40

16 Be It Enacted by the Leg islature of the State of Florida:
17
18

Section l.

Section 713.78, Florida Statutes, is

� 5 19 amended to read:
E·�

.g::J+>�

.:=�

0

§,e
VI

20

21

(Substantial rewording of section.

23 vehicles.-24

See

s. 713.78, F.S., for present text.)
713.78
(l)

Liens for recovering, towing, and storing

DEFINITIONS.--As used in this section, the

25 following words and terms, unless the context clearly
� indicates otherwise, shall have the following meanings:
27

(a)

!f

by
fl..O·R/DA ST
DEPARTM �TE ARCHIVES
E T
R. A. GRAY OF STATE
BU/LO/ NG
Tallah

"Wrecker" or "tow truck" or • recovery vehicle"

n means any motor vehicle equipped with booms, winches, or
� similar equipment designed for the recovery and towing of
30 vehicles, trailers, motor homes and other objects which cannot
31
CODING: Words 1n ��type ore deletions from existing law, words underlined are additions.

J2.__,5.,.

112-53-2-9

operate under their own power or for some other reason must be
2 transported in the tow and control of another vehicle.

1.17

3

1.17

(b)

"Car carrier" means any motor vehicle equipped

4 with a winch and hydraulically operated bed which slides and
5

1.18

tilts to accommodate loading, and is designed for the towing

6 and/or transporting of vehicles, trailers, motor homes and

1.19

7 other objects which cannot operate under their own power or
a for some other reason must be transported in the tow,
9 carriage, and control of another vehicle.
10

(c)

"Impound" means any real property owned or leased

11 by a person regularly engaged in the towing-storage business

1.20
1.20
1.21

12 which has the following specifications:

13

1.

It is contiguous to said person's place of business

1.21/1

14 except that a secondary lot can be located elsewhere.
15

2.

It is complete! y encircled by a secure fence, not

1.23

16 less than 6 feet high, constructed to obscure the view from
17 the outside.

18

3.

There is at least one gate for ingress and egress

�

4.

22

(d)

24

(2)

LIENS.--

1.26

25

(a)

Whenever a person regularly engaged in the

1.26

19 which shall be kept locked at all times except when in use.
There are adequate facilities to protect police

21 "hold" vehicles.

"Vehicle" means any mobile item which normally

23 uses wheels, whether motorized or not.

1.24
1. 24/1
1. 24/1
1.26

� business of transporting vehicles by wrecker, tow truck, or

1.27

28 the owner thereof, he shall have a lien on the vehicle for a

1.28

v

car carrier recovers or removes a vehicle upon instruction of

� reasonable towing and storage fee.
30

31
2
CODING: Words in�� type are deletions from existing law; words underlined are additions.
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(b)

Whenever a person regularly engaged in the

1.29

2 business of transporting vehicles by wrecker, tow truck, or
3 car carrier recovers or removes a vehicle:

4
5

1. Upon instructions from the owner or lessor, or a

1.30

person authorized by the owner or lessor, of private property

6 upon which a vehicle is wrongfully located; or

1.31

Upon instructions by any law enforcement agency;

1.31

9 he shall have a lien on the vehicle for a reasonable towing

1.32

7

2.

8

10 fee and a reasonable storage fee commencing on the day of the

11 tow, provided the vehicle is removed to an impo und owned or

12 leased by such person. Storage of less than 6 hours shall not

13 constitute 1 day.
14
15

1.33
1.34

( 3)

OWNER'S RIGHT TO NOTICE.--

1.35

(a)

Any towing-storage operator who comes into

1.35

16 possession of a vehicle pursuant to subsection ( 2) (b), and who

1.36

18 give notice, as hereinafter provided, to the registered owner

1. 37

20 records of the Department of Highway Safety and Motor

1.38

17 claims a lien for recovery, towing, or storage services, shall
19 and all persons claiming a lien thereon, as disclosed by

21 Vehicles, or the corresponding agency of any other state.
22

{b)

Notice by registered or certified mail shall be

23 sent to the registered owner and all persons claiming a lien
24

on the vehicle within 1 4 days of the date of possession. It

25

shall state the fact of possession of the vehicle, that a lien

26 as provided in subsection (2) (bl is claimed, that the lien is

1.39
1.40
1.41

27 subject to enforcement pursuant to law, and that the owner or
28 lienholder, if any, has the right to a hearing as set forth in

1.42

- 29 subsection (4).
30

(4)

OWNER'S RIGHT TO HEARING.--

31
3
CODING: Words in-...i. ...... type or• deletions from existing low; words underlined ore odditions,
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The owner or lienholder of a vehicle removed

1.42

2 pursuant to the provisions of subsection (2 )(b) shall be
3 entitled to a hearing to determine if his property was

1.43

(a)

4 wrongfully taken or withheld from him.
(bl The hearing must be demanded by said owner or
5
6

lienholder within 5 days of the time he has knowledge of the

7 location of said vehicle, or has reason to know thereof.
(c) Demand of hearing is effected by filing a
8

1.44
1.44
1.45
1.46

9 complaint in the county court of the county in which the
10 vehicle is stored or in which the owner resides.
11

(d)

Upon the filing of a complaint, an owner or

12 lienholder shall have his vehicle released upon posting with

1.46/1

13 the court a cash or surety bond or other adequate security

1.46/2

15 ensure the payment of such charges in the event he does not

1.46/3

u equal to 100 percent of the charges for towing or storage to

16 prevail. At the time of such release, after reasonable

1.46/4

18 company reciting any claims he has for loss or damage to the

1.46/5

IT inspection, he shall give a receipt to the towing-storage

19 vehicle in whole or in part, or to the contents thereof.
20

(e)

22

1.

24

2.

Upon determination of the respective rights of the

� parties by said court:

Should the owner or lienholder prevail, he may

23 collect damages and costs from the party instigating the tow.
Should the person instigating the tow prevail, he

ll shall recover his costs.

1.52
1.52
1.53
1.53
1.54

26

v In any event, the final order shall provide for immediate

1.54

28 payment in full of recovery, towing, and storage fees by the

1.55

30 or the owner, lessor, or agent thereof of the private property

1.56

29 vehicle owner or lienholder; or the agency ordering the tow;

31 from which the vehicle was removed.
4
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(5 )

ENFORCEMENT OF LIENS ON VEHICLES IMPOUNDED

1.56

2 PURSUANT TO INSTRUCTIONS OF A LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY.--Any

1. 57

4 (2 ) (b)2. and which remains unclaimed or for which reasonable

1.58

3 vehicle which is stored in an impound pursuant to subsection

5 towing or storing charges remain unpaid may be sold by the

6 owner or operator of the impound after 45 days from the time
the vehicle is deposited therein.

Notice of the sale shall be

1.59
1.60

8 given to the person in whose name the vehicle is registered
9 and to all persons claiming a lien on the vehicle shown in the
lO records of the Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles

11 or the corresponding agency of any other state.
12

Notice shall

1.61
1.62/1

be sent by registered or certified mail to the owner of the

13 vehicle and the person having the recorded lien on the vehicle
14 at the address shown on the records of the registering agency
15 and shall be mailed not less than 15 days before the date of

M the sale.

After diligent search and inquiry, if the name and

1.62/2
1.62/3
1.62/4

17 address of the registered owner or the owner of the recorded
18 1 ien cannot be ascertained, the requirements of not ice by mail

19 shall be dispensed with.

The proceeds of the sale, after

l.62/5
l.62/6

20 payment of reasonable recovery, towing, and storage charges,
21

costs of the sale, and costs or repair shall be deposited with

22 the clerk of the circuit court for the county, if the owner is
23 absent, and shall remain subject to the order of the person

1.62/7
l.62/8

� legally entitled thereto.
25

(6 )

LIABILITY AND REQUIRED IDENTIFICATION.--No person

26 regularly engaged in the business of recovering, towing, and
v storing vehicles shall be liable for damages connected with

1.71
1.72

n such services provided that such services have been performed
29 with reasonable care.

No person regularly engaged in the

l.73

� business of recovering, towing, and storing vehicles shall

31 operate a wrecker, tow truck, or car carrier unless the name,
5
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address, and telephone number of the company performing such
2 services is clearly printed on the side of the truck.
3
4
5
6

9

11
12

13
14

Section 2. This act shall take effect October 1, 1979.

*****************************************
HOUSE SUMMARY
Substantially rewords current law relating to liens for
recovering, towing, and storing vehicles. Extends
applicability to certain vehicles other than motor
vehicles. Provides specifications for impounding
vehicles to insure adequate facilities therefor.
Specifies situations under which a person towing a
vehicle shall have a lien thereon. Requires such person
to notify the vehicle owner and lienholders that there is
a lien on the vehicle. Entitles such .owner and
lienholders to a hearing and provides procedures
therefor. Provides for sale of a vehicle impounded for
more than 45 days and specifies procedures therefor.
Provides that a person in the business of towing vehicles
shall not be liable for damages connected with towing if
he has towed the vehicle with reasonable care. Prohibits
towing without proper identification.

IS

16
17

18
19
20

21

22
23

24
25

26
27
28
29
30

31

6
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TO:

ALL TAX COLLECTORS, TAG AGENTS, DMV DISTRICT
SUPERVISORS AND INSPECTORS

FROM:

JACQUELINA THOMAS�IEF, BUREAU TITLE AND LIEN
SERVICES
u
SECTION 85.031(3) FLORIDA STATUTES

SUBJECT:

Li

DRIVER LICENSES

Y c
•RE
�ION ffyf°Ml�ATIW RVICES

Please be advised section 85.031(3), F.S., has been
declared unconstitutional in the U.S. District Court, Mid
District, Florida, (Hann -v- Carson et al, Case No. 78-133Div. J.S.)
We are therefore without authority to issue a certi
ficate of title based on a sale for unpaid storage and towing
charges, where such towing and storage are authorized by law
enforcement agencies.
Section 85.031(2) F.S. has not been changed. (Owner of
any vehicle authorizing repair or storage.)
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SPONSOR(S) Representative Mica

PREPARED BY John Christensen

SUBJECT:Liens for towing vehicles
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April 25, 1979
I.

Summary
A.

Present Situation:
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Present s. 713.78, relating to liens for the towing of vehic� provides
that a person regularly engaged in the business of towing motor vehicles
shall have a lien for a reasonable t owing or storage fee upon a vehicle
which Ihe has removed from property at the instruction of the property
owner. The section further provides that that the person engaged in the
business of towing motor vehicles shall not be liable for damages
connected with the towing or storage of the vehicle if the person acted
with reasonable care at the request of someone reasonably appearing to
be the owner of the property from which the motor vehicle was removed.
Present s. 85.031(3), provides that an unclaimed motor vehicle stored in
a storage space pursuant to the instructions of a law enforcement
agenc� or a vehicle for which towing or stowing charges remain unpaid,
may be sold after 45 days from the time the vehicle is deposited. The
statute provides for notice of the sale to be given to the registered
owner and all lienholders of the vehicle. Recently, in Hann v. Carson
(1978), a federal district judge held this subsection of the Florida Stat
utes unconstitutional, apparently because the subsection d.:idnot provide
for a hearing to the owner or lienholders of the vehicle before the sale.
B.

Probable Effect of Proposed Change:

HB 424 constitutes a substantial expansion of s. 713.78 and incorporates
much of the language of s. 85.031(3) into s. 713.78. Section 1 amends
s. 713.78 in the following ways:
It provides for a definitional paragraph in which a vehicle is defined
as any mobile item which is mounted on wheels, whether motorized or not.
In subsection (3)(a), the bill requires a towing/storage operator who
claims a lien on a vehicle to give notice to the owner or lienholders
of the vehicle that the operator has possession of the vehicle, that
a lien is claimed on the vehicle, that the lien is subject to enforce
ment pursuant to law, and that the owner or lienholders have a right
to a hearing as set forth in subsection(4).
In subsection (4), the bill provides that the owner or lienholder of
a vehicle which has been removed pursuant to subsection (2) shall be
entitled to a hearing to determine if the vehicle was wrongfully taken
or withheld upon filing a complaint within five days of the time the
owner or lienholder has knowledge of the location of the vehicle. This
subsection also provides that the owner or lienholder of the vehicle,
upon filing a complaint, can have the vehicle released by filing a
cash or surety bond in the amount of the charges for the towing or
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Probable Effect of Proposed Change (cont'd):

or storage of the vehicle.
In subsection (5), the bill provides that an unclaimed vehicle stored
pursuant to subsection (2), or a vehicle for which towing or storing
charges remain unpaid,may be sold after 45 days from the time the
vehicle is deposited. This section specifies the procedures by which
of the sale shall be given to the registered owner and
notice
lienholders of the vehicle. The section further provides that the
proceeds of the sale, after the payment of reasonable towing and storage
charges, costs of the sale, and costs of repair,shall be deposited
with the clerk of the circuit court to be held for the person legally
entitled to the proceeds.
Finally, in subsection (6), the bill provides that a perscn engaged in
the business of towing and storing vehicles shall not be liable for
damages connected with such services if such person acted with reasonable
care.
Section 2 repeals s. 85.031(3) of the Florida Statutes.
II.

Fiscal Impact
No direct fiscal impact upon state or local governments is anticipated.

III.

IV.

Comments
One intent of HB 424 is to correct the constitutional problem which
exists in reference to s. 85.031(3).
Amendments

HB 424 was made into a committee substitute.
to the committee substitute.

The analysis above refers

